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Abstract

In this article, we investigate monoidal, braided, sylleptic centraliz-
ers of monoidal, braided, sylleptic 2-functors. We specifically focus on
multifusion 2-categories and show that monoidal, braided, sylleptic cen-
tralizers are multifusion again, via studying the corresponding enveloping
algebras. We provide a characterization of the non-degeneracy condition
for monoidal, braided, and sylleptic fusion 2-categories, via vanishing of
their centers. Applying Double Centralizer Theorems, we establish the
relationship between monoidal, braided, symmetric local modules and
free modules. In particular, we obtain factorization properties of non-
degenerate monoidal, braided, and sylleptic fusion 2-categories. Main
results in this article will be used to study higher Witt equivalences of
non-degenerate monoidal, braided, sylleptic 2-categories in the sequential
articles.
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1 Introduction

Motivations

Centers and centralizers are the most basic notions in the study of associative
algebras and their representation theories. It is well known that centers of
algebras are Morita invariant [Mor58], and by definition they are commutative.
Centralizers generalize the notion of center to algebra homomorphisms, but
they are in general not commutative and only subalgebras of the targets of
homomorphisms.

Higher Algebra. Center and centralizer are defined via universal properties
in [Lur17] for En algebras in symmetric monoidal (∞, 1)-categories. The first
difference between classical algebra theory and higher algebra theory comes from
Eckmann-Hilton arguments. In the world of Abelian groups, by iteration of
algebra structures, we get a trichotomy of Abelian groups, associative algebras,
commutative algebras. By contrast, in the world of chain complexes or spectra,
there is an entire hierarchy of commutativities, denoted by En algebras for
positive integer n, together with a limiting case of E∞ algebras. Taking centers
of En algebras only increases the level of commutativity by one, so there is a
whole family of notations for En centers of En algebras. By carefully defining En
algebras and their modules using ∞-operads, [Lur17] proved that an En center
of an En algebra is equipped with a canonical En+1 algebra structure, while an
En centralizer of an En algebra homomorphism is again an En algebra.

Stabilization Hypothesis. The study of En structures also appeared in earlier
works of algebraic topology [May06] and higher category theory [BD95]. For
weak n-categories, one can equip them with multiple monoidal structures. The
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1-tuple monoidal n-categorise are the categorification of associative algebras
and monoidal categories. The 2-tuple monoidal n-categories are the categorifi-
cation of braided monoidal categories, whose commutativity is exactly between
monoidal categories and symmetric monoidal categories, and play an important
role in the study of representations of quantum groups [Dri88]. The Baez-Dolan
stabilization hypothesis states that for k ≥ n+2, a k-tuple monoidal n-category
is symmetric monoidal (i.e. E∞-monoidal). The low-dimensional cases are sum-
marized as follows.

Abelian Group 1-Category 2-Category
E1 Algebra Monoidal Cat. Monoidal 2-Cat.
E2 Comm. Algebra Braided Cat. Braided 2-Cat.
E3 - Symmetric Cat. Sylleptic. 2-Cat.
E4 - - Symmetric 2-Cat.

Heuristically, one has the following list of centers and centralizers for 2-
categories. Rigorous definitions of the En centers of 2-categories can be found
in [Cra98], where they are also proven to be En+1 monoidal.

2-cat. M endo-hom End(M) E1 2-cat.

2-functor M
F−→ N hom Fun(M,N) 2-cat.

E1 2-cat. C E1 center Z1(C) E2 2-Cat.

C
F−→ D E1 centralizer Z1(F ) E1 2-Cat.

E2 2-cat. B E2 center Z1(B) E3 2-Cat.

A
F−→ B E2 centralizer Z1(F ) E2 2-Cat.

E3 2-cat. S E3 center Z1(S) E∞ 2-Cat.

S
F−→ T E3 centralizer Z1(F ) E3 2-Cat.

Tensor Categories. Tensor categories are categorification of algebras, and
[DGNO10] is our standard reference. Drinfeld introduced the notion of E1 cen-
ter for a tensor category, or known as Drinfeld center in the literature, in his
unpublished note on the quantum double of Hopf algebra. The definition of
Drinfeld center first appeared in [JS91], and also in [Maj91] independently. In
[Ost02], Ostrik showed that Drinfeld center is invariant under Morita equiva-
lence. Morita equivalence of tensor categories, introduced by [FRS02] in the
context of rational 2-dimensional conformal field theory and by [Müg03a] in the
context of subfactors, is reformulated in [EO03] using Morita dual category for
a module category [Ost03, Ost02].

In contrast, the notion of E1 centralizer is less known in the literature. It
is used, for example in [DGNO10, Section 3.6], on fusion subcategories in a
braided fusion category, to prove the Double Centralizer Theorem of Müger
centralizers (see also Appendix C). Another special case of E1 centralizer, called
Morita dual tensor categories [Müg03a, Ost02, EO03], is more renowned in the
literature. More precisely, a module category M over a monoidal category is
equivalent to a monoidal functor HM : C → End(M), and the Morita dual
C∗M := EndC(M) is equivalent to the E1 centralizer Z1(H

M). On the other
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hand, given any monoidal functor F : C → D, one can realize the E1 centralizer
as Z1(F ) ≃ EndC|D(⟨F ⟩D), where D is viewed as (C,D)-bimodule with left C-
action induced by F and rightD-action induced by right translation. Essentially,
there is no information lost if we restrict from E1 centralizers to Morita duals.

Braided Tensor Categories. The notion of E2 center of a braided tensor cat-
egory is introduced by Müger [Müg00]. Later Müger introduced E2 centralizer
for a tensor subcategory of a braided tensor category in [Müg03c]. In general,
given a braided tensor functor F : A → B, it factors uniquely as a surjective
one followed by an embedding: A↠ C ↪→ B, where C is the tensor subcategory
of B spanned by the image of F . Then the Müger centralizer of F is just the
Müger centralizer of C in B.

The Morita theoretic interpretation of Müger center and Müger centralizer
requires to study monoidal module categories over braided monoidal categories
[DGNO10]. As a generalization of Witt equivalence for metric groups, Davydov
et al. developed the theory of Witt equivalence of braided fusion categories in
[DMNO13, DNO13]. Brochier et al. further combined these two ingredients:
in [BJS21], they defined a Morita 4-category with braided tensor categories as
objects, central monoidal bimodule categories as 1-morphisms, central bimod-
ule categories as 2-morphisms; in [BJSS21], they showed that non-degenerate
braided fusion categories yield invertible objects in this Morita 4-category, and
two non-degenerate braided fusion categories are equivalent as objects in this
4-category if they are Witt equivalent in the sense of [DMNO13].

Fusion 2-Categories. Fusion 2-categories are introduced as a categorifica-
tion of fusion 1-categories by Douglas and Reutter [DR18], where they used
the notion further to construct 4-dimensional TQFTs via state sum construc-
tion. Décoppet developed the theory of fusion 2-categories in [Déc22b, Déc22c,
Déc21a, Déc21b]. A detailed theory of Morita equivalence for algebras within a
fusion 2-category and Morita equivalence between fusion 2-categories has been
accomplished in [Déc21c, Déc23c, Déc23a, Déc22a, Déc23b].

Drinfeld center of a monoidal 2-category is introduced in [BN96]. Décoppet
showed that the Drinfeld center of a fusion 2-category is a braided fusion 2-
category, and Morita equivalent fusion 2-categories have braided equivalent
Drinfeld centers [Déc22a]. Morita dual 2-category, introduced in [Déc23a], cat-
egorified the 1-categorical notion. This is an example of E1 centralizer of a
monoidal 2-functor. In Section 3, we prove that any E1 centralizer Z1(F ) of

a monoidal 2-functor C
F−→ D can be written as the Morita dual of C ⊠ D1mp

with respect to an associated module 2-category ⟨F ⟩D, hence the two theories
are essentially the same.

Witt Equivalences. E1 Morita invariance of Drinfeld centers of fusion 2-
categories implies E2 morita invariance of Müger centers of braided fusion
1-categories. Given a braided fusion 1-category B, its module 1-categories
form a fusion 2-category Mod(B) under the relative Deligne tensor product
⊠B [ENO10, DSPS19]. Fusion 2-categories arise in such a way is called con-
nected fusion 2-categories [DR18]. In [Déc22a, Section 3], Décoppet proved
that two braided fusion 1-categories A and B are Witt equivalent (in the sense
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of [DNO13], provided that their Müger centers are equivalent: Z2(A) ≃ Z2(B))
if and only if connected fusion 2-categories Mod(A) and Mod(B) are Morita
equivalent (in the sense of [Déc23a]).

Topological Field Theory and Cobordism Hypothesis. Finally, let us mention
some connections to mathematical physics. Topological Field Theories (abbre-
viated as TQFTs) are introduced by Atiyah [Ati88], inspired by Segal’s work
on axiomization of two dimensional conformal field theories (abbreviated as
CFTs) [Seg88]. Baez and Dolan [BD95] genelized the definition to symmet-
ric n-categories by extending dimensions down to the point, and Lurie [Lur08]
enhanced the definition to symmetric (∞, n)-categories by incorporate diffeo-
morphisms into the category of cobordisms. The well-known Cobordism Hy-
pothesis (proved in [Lur08, AF17]) states that a TQFT is determined by the
valued assigned to the point, which is fully dualizable in the target.

Using Cobordism Hypothesis, one can construct many TQFTs from higher
Morita categories. For 2-dimensional cases, [SP11] provides a detailed analy-
sis of framed, oriented and unoriented TQFTs taken values in the 2-category
of algebras, bimodules and bimodule morphisms. In 3-dimension, [DSPS21]
constructs a Morita 3-category of finite tensor categories, exact bimodule cate-
gories and so on. They showed that fully dualizable objects in this 3-category
are exactly multifusion categories. In 4-dimension, [BJS21] constructs a Morita
4-category of braided tensor categories, central monoidal bimodule categories,
central bimodule categories and so on. They showed that braided multifusion
categories are fully dualizable in this 4-category. More generally, [Déc23b] shows
that multifusion 2-categories and their finite semisimple bimodule 2-categories
form a Morita 4-category, where objects are all fully dualizable.

In future works, we would like to construct a Morita 5-category of braided
multifusion 2-categoriesa and a Morita 6-category of sylleptic multifusion 2-
categories, and show that objects are fully dualizable. We will establish various
Witt equivalence relations, and interpret them under the Morita theoretic con-
texts.

Topological Orders. The theory of fusion 2-categories also have applications
in the study of topological orders, a physical notion which was introduced in
[Wen90] and is one of the most active fields of research in condensed matter
physics (see [Wen19] for a recent review). It is hypothesized that low-energy
effective theory for topological orders are TQFTs (which originated from high-
energy physics). In (2+1)D, topological defects of codimension 2 and higher
form a modular tensor category [LW05, Kit06, KK12], those of codimension
1 and higher form a fusion 2-category [KK12, DR18]. More generally, all
topological defects in an (n + 1)D topological order form a fusion n-category
[KW14, GJF19, JF20, KLW+20, KZ22, KZ21]. The ongoing program of clas-
sifying all topological orders (or SPT/SET orders) demands us to develop the
Morita theory of higher fusion categories, where higher centers and centralizers
serve as building blocks.
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Main Results

Let C,D be multifusion 2-categories, A,B be braided multifusion 2-categories,
S,T be sylleptic multifusion 2-categories.

Proposition 3.2.1. For any tensor 2-functor F : C→ D, its Drinfeld central-
izer Z1(F ) is mulfusion.

Proposition 4.3.7. For any braided 2-functor F : A→ B, its braided central-
izer Z2(F ) is braided mulfusion.

Proposition 5.1.8. For any sylleptic 2-functor F : S → T, its sylleptic cen-
tralizer Z3(F ) is sylleptic mulfusion.

We prove the above results by characterizing the centers as Morita duals of
various enveloping algebras (Corollary 3.1.5, Lemma 4.3.1, Remark 5.1.6).

Let A be a separable algebra (Definition 2.3.1, Definition 2.3.12) in a mul-
tifusion 2-category C, B be a separable braided algebra (Definition 2.3.5) in a
braided multifusion 2-category B, S be a symmetric algebra (Definition 2.3.9)
in a sylleptic multifusion 2-category S. Induction 2-functors induces multifu-
sion structure on ModB(B) (Corollary 2.5.5) and braided multifusion struc-
ture on ModS(S) (Corollary 2.5.8). Meanwhile, there are canonical 2-functors
C →ModC(A), B →ModB(B), S →ModS(S) given by free modules. Fur-
thermore, these free modules 2-functors are endowed with central structures

C1mp → End(ModC(A)),

B2mp → Z1(ModB(B)),

S3mp → Z2(ModS(S)),

by Lemma 3.2.7, Lemma 4.4.4 and Lemma 5.3.1, respectively.
For separable algebra A in C, its E1 local module is defined to be an (A,A)-

bimodule in C (Definition 2.4.6). For separable braided algebra B in B, its E2

local module was introduced in [ZLZ+22, Pom22, DX23] (Definition 2.4.12). For
separable symmetric algebra S in S, we introduce E3 local module (Definition
2.4.18). Then we characterize local modules as centralizers of free modules:

ModE1

C (A) ≃ Z1(C
1mp → End(ModC(A))),

ModE2

B (B) ≃ Z2(B
2mp → Z1(ModB(B))),

ModE3

S (S) ≃ Z3(S
3mp → Z2(ModS(S))),

in Theorem 3.2.8, Theorem 4.4.5, Theorem 5.3.2, respectively.
Conversely, by Double Centralizer Theorems (Appendix C), one can realize

free modules as the centralizers of local modules. We interpret the Double
Centralizer Theorems as

Z1(C) ≃ Z1(C
1mp ⊠ModE1

C (A)→ End(ModC(A))),
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Z2(B) ≃ Z2(B
2mp ⊠ModE2

B (B)→ Z1(ModB(B))),

Z3(S) ≃ Z3(S
3mp ⊠ModE3

S (S)→ Z2(ModS(S))),

in Theorem 3.2.9, Theorem 4.5.1, Theorem 5.3.3, respectively.
As corollaries, for non-degenerate fusion 2-category C (Definition 3.2.6),

non-degenerate braided fusion 2-category B (Definition 4.4.3), non-degenerate
sylleptic fusion 2-category S (Definition 5.2.4), one has the factorization prop-
erties (which generalize the factorization property of modular tensor categories
[Müg03b, Theorem 7.10])

Z1(C) ≃ C1mp ⊠ C,

Z2(B) ≃ B2mp ⊠B,

Z3(S) ≃ S3mp ⊠S,

in Corollary 3.2.11, Corollary 4.5.3, Corollary 5.3.5, respectively.
Furthermore, we obtain the partial generalizations of [Sch01, Corollary 4.5]

ModE1

End(C)(A) ≃ End(ModC(A)),

ModE2

Z1(B)(B) ≃ Z1(ModB(B)),

ModE3

Z2(S)(S) ≃ Z2(ModS(S)),

in Corollary 3.2.12, Corollary 4.5.4, Corollary 5.3.6, respectively.

Outline

In Section 2, we recall basic notions for use in the later sections. We introduce
the graphical calculus in semistrict monoidal 2-categories, and its extensions
to braided, sylleptic and symmetric 2-categories, and define (E1-, E2-, E3-)
monoidal 2-functors, (E1-, E2-) monoidal 2-natural transforms, and monoidal
modifications between (E1-, E2-, E3-, E∞-) monoidal 2-categories. Then we
define (E1-, E2-, E3-) algberas, modules, and (E1-, E2-, E3-) local modules
in monoidal, braided and sylleptic 2-categories. For separable (E1-, E2-, E3-)
algberas in an (E1-, E2-, E3-) multifusion 2-category, we cite many results from
[Déc21c, Déc23c, Déc23a, DY23, DX23] on 2-categories of modules and local
modules. We generalize the induction 2-functors [DY23] from E1 local modules
to E2 local modules. Finally, we introduce the notion of module 2-categories
and enriched 2-categories [Déc21c].

In Section 3, we first define E1 center of a monoidal 2-category [BN96] and
E1 centralizer of a monoidal 2-functor. To establish that E1 centralizers of
multifusion 2-categories are again multifusion, we characterize E1 centralizers
as Morita duals. Moving on, we show that taking E1 centers is additive and
multiplicative. Then we define non-degeneracy of multifusion 2-categories via
vanishing of their E1 centers. Lastly, we demonstrate that free modules and E1

local modules centralize each other in the endo-hom of the 2-category of modules
and prove the factorization property of non-degenerate fusion 2-categories.
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In Section 4, we first define E2 center of a braided 2-category [Cra98] and E2

centralizer of a braided 2-functor. To establish that E2 centralizers of braided
multifusion 2-categories are again multifusion, we characterize E2 centralizers
as Morita duals to S1-enveloping algebras, which are multifusion 2-categories
themselves. Moving on, we show that taking E2 centers is additive and mul-
tiplicative. Then we define non-degeneracy of braided fusion 2-categories via
vanishing of their E2 centers. Lastly, we demonstrate that free modules and
E2 local modules centralize each other in the E1 center of the 2-category of
modules and prove the factorization property of non-degenerate braided fusion
2-categories.

In Section 5, we first define E3 center of a sylleptic 2-category [Cra98] and
E3 centralizer of a sylleptic 2-functor. Then we prove that E3 centralizers of
sylleptic multifusion 2-categories are again multifusion, since they are monoidal
sub-2-categories of the target sylleptic multifusion 2-categories. Moving on, we
show that taking E3 centers is additive and multiplicative. Next, we define
non-degeneracy of sylleptic fusion 2-categories via vanishing of their E2 centers.
However, we observe certain pathology of this notion, compared to the E1 and
E2 analogies. So we denote the above non-degeneracy of sylleptic fusion 2-
categories as weak non-degeneracy, and compare it with a stronger version of
non-degeneracy via higher condensation theory [GJF19, JF20, KZ22, KZ21].
Lastly, we demonstrate that free modules and E3 local modules centralize each
other in the E2 center of the 2-category of modules and prove the factorization
property of non-degenerate sylleptic fusion 2-categories.

Appendix A contains figures for the proof of Theorem 5.3.2. In Appendix
B, we study the reciprocity of separable braided algebras in braided multifusion
2-categories. An important middle step is used in the proof of Theorem 4.5.1.
Appendix C is a brief survey of double En centralizers in higher fusion categories,
established upon [GJF19, JF20, KZ22, KZ21].
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 Graphical Calculus

We work within a monoidal 2-category C with monoidal product □ and monoidal
unit I in the sense of [SP11]. Thanks to the coherence theorem of [Gur13], we
may assume without loss of generality that C is strict cubical in the sense of
Definition 2.26 of [SP11]. We use the graphical calculus of [GS16], as described
in [Déc21c] and [Déc23c]. We often omit the symbol □ from our notations, and
we use the symbol 1f to denote an identity (n+1)-morphism for an n-morphism
f . We may abbreviate the subscripts depending on the context. Following
[GJF19], we use ΩC to denote the endomorphism category of the monoidal unit
of monoidal 2-category C.

The interchanger is depicted using the string diagram below on the left, and
its inverse by that on the right:

, .

In particular, the lines correspond to 1-morphisms, and the coupons to 2-
morphisms. The regions represent objects, which are uniquely determined by
the 1-morphisms. Further, our string diagrams are read from top to bottom,
which yields the compositions of 1-morphisms, and then from left to right.

For our purposes, it is also necessary to recall the graphical conventions
related to 2-natural transformations from [GS16]. These will only be used for
the braiding, which will be introduced below. Let F,G : A→ B be two (weak)
2-functors, and let τ : F ⇒ G be 2-natural transformation. That is, for every
object A in A, we have a 1-morphism τA : F (A) → G(A), and for every 1-
morphism f : A→ B in A, we have a 2-isomorphism

F (A) G(A)

F (B) G(B),

F (f)

τA

G(f)

τB

τf

These 2-isomorphisms have to satisfy obvious coherence relations. In our graph-
ical language, we will depict the 2-isomorphism τf using the following diagram
on the left, and its inverse using the diagram on the right:

, .

In the present article, we will for the most part work within B a braided
monoidal 2-category in the sense of [SP11]. Thanks to the coherence theorem of
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[Gur11], we may assume that B is a semi-strict braided monoidal 2-category. In
particular, B comes equipped with a braiding b, which is an adjoint 2-natural
equivalence given on objects A,B in B by

bA,B : A□B → B□A.

Its pseudo-inverse will be denoted by b•. Further, there are two invertible mod-
ifications R and S, which are given on the objects A,B,C of B by

ABC BCA,

BAC

b

b1
R

1b

ABC CAB

ACB

b2

1b
S

b1

where the subscript in b2 records were the braiding occurs. To avoid any possible
confusion, we will systematically write b instead of a would be b1 as this can
too easily be confused with b1. Further, these modifications are subject to the
following relations, which are taken from section 2.1.1 of [DY23]:

a. For every objects A,B,C,D in B, we have

= (1)

in HomB(ABCD,BCDA),

b. For every objects A,B,C,D in B, we have

= (2)

in HomB(ABCD,DABC),

c. For every objects A,B,C,D in B, we have

=
(3)

10



in HomB(ABCD,CDAB),

d. For every objects A,B,C in B, we have

= (4)

in HomB(ABC,CBA),

e. For every object A in B, the adjoint 2-natural equivalences

bA,I : A□ I → I □A and bI,A : I □A→ A□ I

are the identity adjoint 2-natural equivalences,

f. For every objects A,B,C in B, the 2-isomorphisms RA,B,C and SA,B,C
are the identity 2-isomorphism whenever either A, B, or C is equal to I.

We would also like to recall sylleptic monoidal 2-categories from [SP11].
Suppose S is a semi-strict braided monoidal 2-category with braiding (b, R, S)
given as above. A syllepsis on S is an invertible modification σ

AB AB,

BA

b
σ

b

satisfying:

a. For every objects A,B,C in S, we have

= (5)

in HomS(ABC,ABC),

b. For every objects A,B,C in S, we have

= (6)

11



in HomS(ABC,ABC),

c. For every objects A,B in S, we have σA,B equals the identity 2-morphism
whenever A or B equals I.

A braided monoidal 2-category (S, b, R, S) together with a syllepsis σ is
called a sylleptic monoidal 2-category.

Finally, recall from [SP11] that a sylleptic monoidal 2-category S is sym-
metric if its syllepsis satisfies the condition

σB,A ◦ bA,B = bB,A ◦ σA,B , (7)

for any objects A,B in S.
We will also work under the linear setting, following [DR18, GJF19]. For

simplicity, let us assume that the ground field k is algebraically closed of charac-
teristic zero. In detail, a multifusion 2-category is a rigid1 monoidal 2-category
whose underlying 2-category is finite semisimple, and the monoidal structure is
compatible with the linear structure. If moreover the monoidal unit is simple
as an object, then we say it is a fusion 2-category. See [Déc21b, Déc22c] for a
generalization beyond the assumption of k being algebraically closed of charac-
teristic zero. We use π0C to denote the set of connected components for simples
objects in finite semisimple 2-category C.

Finally, recall that a left dual for object x in monoidal 2-category C consists of
an object ∨x together with unit 1-morphism ix : I → x□ ∨x, counit 1-morphism
ex : ∨x□x→ I and 2-isomorphisms witnessing zigzag conditions:

Ξx : (1x□ ex) ◦ (ix□ 1x)→ 1x,

Φx : (ex□ 1∨x) ◦ (1∨x□ ix)→ 1∨x.

Furthermore, we can assume this left dual is coherent [Pst14], i.e. Ξx and Φx
satisfy the two coherence conditions:

=

,

(8)

=

.

(9)

1Rigidity means every object in the monoidal 2-category has a left and right dual, and
every 1-morphism admits a left and right adjoint.
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One can similarly define a coherent right dual of object x by simply reversing
the direction of monoidal product □.

In [DX23, Appendix A], we see that taking left or right dual objects in a rigid
monoidal 2-category C can be promoted into a monoidal functor C→ C1mp,1op.

We use M1op to denote the 2-category obtained by reversing the direction of
1-arrows in the 2-category M. We use C1mp to denote the monoidal 2-category
obtained by reversing the direction of monoidal product in the monoidal 2-
category C. Similarly, we use B2mp to denote the braided monoidal 2-category
obtained by reversing the direction of braiding in the braided monoidal 2-
category B, and we use S3mp to denote the sylleptic monoidal 2-category ob-
tained by reversing the direction of syllepsis in the sylleptic monoidal 2-category
S. More specifically, suppose S has sylleptic monoidal structure (□, b, R, S, σ),
then S3mp has the same underlying braided monoidal structure (□, b, R, S, σ)
and its syllepsis σ is determined on objects x and y as follows:

σx,y := = . (10)

2.2 2-Functors

In this section, we shall recall various notions of 2-functors, 2-natural trans-
forms and modifications between monoidal, braided, sylleptic and symmetric 2-
categories. Readers may find more detailed discussions and references in [SP11,
Chapter 2.3].

Suppose C and D are two semi-strict monoidal 2-categories.

Definition 2.2.1. A monoidal 2-functor from C to D consists of:

1. An underlying 2-functor F : C→ D;

2. A 2-natural equivalence χx,y : F (x)□D F (y) → F (x□C y) given on ob-
jects x, y in C;

3. An isomorphism ι : ID → F (IC);

4. Invertible modifications

F (x)□D F (y)□D F (z) F (x□C y)□D F (z)

F (x)□D F (y□C z) F (x□C y□C z)

χx,y □D F (z)

F (x)□D χy,z
χxy,z

χx,yz

ωx,y,z ,

13



F (IC)□D F (x) F (x)□D F (IC)

F (x)

F (IC)□D F (x) F (x)□D F (IC)

ι□D F (x) F (x)□D ι

χI,x χx,I

γx δx ,

given on objects x, y, z in C;

subject to the following conditions:

a. For any objects x, y, z, w in C, the equation holds

= (11)

in HomD(F (x)□D F (y)□D F (z)□D F (w), G(x□C y□C z□C w));

b. For any objects x, y in C, the equation holds

= (12)

in HomD(F (x)□D F (y), G(x□C y)).

Definition 2.2.2. Let F and G be two monoidal 2-functors given from C to D.
A monoidal 2-natural transformation from F to G consists of:

1. An underlying 2-natural transformation η : F → G;

2. Invertible modification

F (x)□D F (y) G(x)□D F (y) G(x)□DG(y)

F (x□C y) G(x□C y)

ηx □D F (y)

χF
x,y

G(x)□Dηy

χG
x,y

Πx,y

ηxy

,

14



and a 2-isomorphism

ID G(IC)

F (IC)

ιG

ιF ηI
M ;

subject to the following conditions:

a. For any objects x, y, z in C, the equation holds

= (13)

in HomD(F (x)□D F (y)□D F (z), G(x□C y□C z));

b. For any object x in C, the equation holds

= (14)

in HomD(F (x), G(x));

c. For any object x in C, the equation holds

= (15)

in HomD(F (x), G(x)).

Definition 2.2.3. Let η and ϕ be two monoidal 2-natural transforms from F to
G, which are monoidal 2-functors given from C to D. A monoidal modification
from η to ϕ consists of an underlying modification θ : η → ϕ subject to the two
equations:

15



a. For any objects x, y in C, the equation holds

= (16)

in HomD(F (x)□D F (y), G(x□C y));

b. The following equation holds:

= . (17)

Suppose A and B are two braided 2-categories.

Definition 2.2.4. A braided 2-functor from A to B consists of:

1. An underlying 2-functor F : A→ B;

2. A monoidal 2-functor structure (χ, ι, ω, γ, δ) on F ;

3. An invertible modification

F (x)□B F (y) F (y)□B F (x)

F (x□A y) F (y□A x)

χx,y

bBF (x),F (y)

χy,x

F (bAx,y)

ux,y

given on objects x, y in A;

subject to the extra conditions:

a. For any objects x, y, z in A, the equation holds

= (18)
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in HomB(F (x)□B F (y)□B F (z), F (y□A z□A x));

b. For any objects x, y, z in A, the equation holds

= (19)

in HomB(F (x)□B F (y)□B F (z), F (z□A x□A y)).

Definition 2.2.5. Let F and G be two braided 2-functors given from A to B.
A braided 2-natural transformation from F to G consists of:

1. An underlying 2-natural transformation η : F → G;

2. A monoidal 2-natural transform structure (Π,M) on η;

subject to the extra condition:

a. For any objects x, y in A, the equation holds

= (20)

in HomB(F (x)□B F (y), G(x□A y)).

Suppose S and T are two sylleptic 2-categories.

Definition 2.2.6. A sylleptic 2-functor from S to T consists of:

1. An underlying 2-functor F : S→ T;

2. A braided 2-functor structure (χ, ι, ω, γ, δ, u) on F ;

subject to an extra condition:

a. For any objects x, y in S, the equation holds

17



= (21)

in HomT(F (x)□T F (y), F (x□S y)).

Lemma 2.2.7. One has the following 3-categories:

1. A 3-category consists of

• monoidal 2-categories as objects,

• monoidal 2-functors as 1-morphisms,

• monoidal 2-natural transforms as 2-morphisms,

• monoidal modifications as 3-morphisms;

2. A 3-category consists of

• braided 2-categories as objects,

• braided 2-functors as 1-morphisms,

• braided 2-natural transforms as 2-morphisms,

• monoidal modifications as 3-morphisms;

3. A 3-category consists of

• sylleptic 2-categories as objects,

• sylleptic 2-functors as 1-morphisms,

• braided 2-natural transforms as 2-morphisms,

• monoidal modifications as 3-morphisms;

4. A 3-category consists of

• symmetric 2-categories as objects,

• sylleptic 2-functors as 1-morphisms,

• braided 2-natural transforms as 2-morphisms,

• monoidal modifications as 3-morphisms.
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2.3 Algebras

Let C be a strict cubical monoidal 2-category. We recall the definition of an
algebra in C from [Déc23c]. The definition of an algebra in an arbitrary monoidal
2-category using our graphical conventions may be found in [Déc21c].

Definition 2.3.1. An algebra in C consists of:

1. An object A of C;

2. Two 1-morphisms m : A□A→ A and i : I → A;

3. Three 2-isomorphisms

A A

AA,

i1
λ

m

AAA AA

AA A,

1m

m1

m

m

µ

AA

A A,

m
ρ

1i

satisfying:

a. We have:

=

,

(22)

b. We have:

=

.

(23)

Definition 2.3.2. Let A and B be two algebras in C. An algebra 1-morphism
f : A→ B consists of a 1-morphism f : A→ B in C, together with two invertible
2-morphisms

AA BA BB

A B,

f1

mA

1f

mB

f

ψf

A

I B,

f

ηf
iA

iB

satisfying:
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a. We have:

=

,

(24)

b. We have:

=

,

(25)

c. We have:

=

.

(26)

Definition 2.3.3. Let A and B be two algebras, f and g be two algebra 1-
morphisms from A to B in C. An algebra 2-morphism γ consists of a 2-morphism
γ : f → g satisfying:

a. We have:

=

,

(27)
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b. We have:

=

.

(28)

Lemma 2.3.4. Algebras, algebra 1-mophisms and algebra 2-morphisms in the
monoidal 2-category C together form a 2-category.

Now, let B be a semi-strict braided monoidal 2-category. We recall the
definition of braided algebra from [DY23].

Definition 2.3.5. A braided algebra in B consists of:

1. An algebra B in B;

2. A 2-isomorphisms

BB

BB B,

m
β

b

m

satisfying:

a. We have:

=

,

(29)

b. We have:

=

,

(30)

c. We have:
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=

.

(31)

Definition 2.3.6. Let A and B be two braided algebras in B. A braided
algebra 1-homomorphism f : A→ B is an algebra 1-homomorphism f : A→ B
that satisfies:

=

.

(32)

Definition 2.3.7. Let f, g be two braided algebra 1-morphisms between braided
algebras A and B in B. Then a braided algebra 2-morphism between them is
just an ordinary algebra 1-morphism γ : f → g, see Definition 2.3.3.

Lemma 2.3.8. Braided algebras, braided algebra 1-mophisms and 2-morphisms
in the braided monoidal 2-category B form a 2-category.

Let S be a semi-strict sylleptic monoidal 2-category. We recall the definition
of symmetric algebra from [DY23].

Definition 2.3.9. A symmetric algebra in S consists of a braided algebra
(S,m, i, λ, µ, ρ, β) satisfying the additional coherence condition:

= 1m. (33)

1-morphisms and 2-morphisms between symmetric algebras are just braided
algebra 1-morphisms and 2-morphisms.

Lemma 2.3.10. Symmetric algebras, with 1-mophisms and 2-morphisms in the
sylleptic monoidal 2-category S form a 2-category.

The definition of a rigid algebra is due to [Gai12]. Its relevance in the context
of fusion 2-categories was first observed in [JFR23]. The definition of a separable
algebra has its origin in the [GJF19]. These notions were studied extensively in
[Déc23c], to which we refer the reader for further discussion as well as examples.
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Definition 2.3.11. A rigid algebra in C is an algebra A such that the 1-
morphism m : A□A → A admits a right adjoint m∗ as an A-A-bimodule
1-morphism.

Definition 2.3.12. A separable algebra in C is a rigid algebra A in C such that
the counit ϵm : m ◦m∗ → 1A splits as an A-A-bimodule 2-morphism.

Definition 2.3.13. A separable algebra A in C is connected if its unit 1-
morphism i : I → A is simple in the finite semisimple 1-category HomC(I, A).

2.4 Modules, Local Modules

Let us now recall the definition of a right A-module in C from Definition 1.2.3
of [Déc23c]. We invite the reader to consult Definition 3.2.1 of [Déc21c] for the
definition in a general monoidal 2-category.

Definition 2.4.1. A right A-module in C consists of:

1. An object M of C;

2. A 1-morphism nM :M □A→M ;

3. Two 2-isomorphisms

MAA MA

MA M,

1m

nM1

nM

nM

νM

MA

M M,

nM

ρM
1i

satisfying:

a. We have:

=

,

(34)

b. We have:

=

.

(35)
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Finally, let us recall definitions 3.2.6 and 3.2.7 of [Déc21c].

Definition 2.4.2. Let M and N be two right A-modules. A right A-module 1-
morphism consists of a 1-morphism f :M → N in C together with an invertible
2-morphism

MA M

NA N,

f1

nM

f

nN

ψf

subject to the coherence relations:

a. We have:

=

,

(36)

b. We have:

=

.

(37)

Definition 2.4.3. Let M and N be two right A-modules, and f, g : M → N
two right A-module 1-morphisms. A right A-module 2-morphism f → g is a
2-morphism γ : f → g in C that satisfies the following equality:

=

.

These object assemble to form a 2-category as was proven in [Déc21c].

Lemma 2.4.4. Let A be an algebra in a monoidal 2-category C. Right A-
modules, right A-module 1-morphisms, and right A-module 2-morphisms form
a 2-category, which we denote by ModC(A).

Theorem 2.4.5. Let A be a separable algebra in a multifusion 2-category C.
Then ModC(A) is a finite semisimple 2-category.

Proof. See [Déc21c, Proposition 3.1.2].
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One can similarly define the notion of left modules, 1-morphisms and 2-
morphisms between them. A detailed list of axioms can be found in [Déc23a,
Section 2.2] if necessary. Let A be an algebra in a monoidal 2-category C. We
denote the 2-category of left A-modules, left A-module 1-morphisms, and left
A-module 2-morphisms by LmodC(A).

Let A and B be two algebras in monoidal 2-category C.

Definition 2.4.6. An (A,B)-bimodule in C consists of:

1. An object M in C;

2. A left A-module (M, lM , λM , κM );

3. A right B-module (M,nM , νM , ρM );

4. A balancing structure, i.e. a 2-isomorphism

AMB AM

NB N,

lM1

1nM

lM
µM

nM

satisfying:

a. We have:

=

,

(38)

b. We have:

=

,

(39)

c. We have:

=

,

(40)
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a. We have:

=

.

(41)

Definition 2.4.7. Let M and N be two (A,B)-bimodules in C. An (A,B)-
bimodule 1-morphism consists of:

1. A 1-morphism f :M → N in C;

2. A 2-isomorphism χf such that (f, χf ) is a left A-module 1-morphism;

3. A 2-isomorphism ψf such that (f, ψf ) is a right B-module 1-morphism;

4. χf and ψf satisfy the following condition:

=

.

(42)

Definition 2.4.8. Let M and N be two (A,B)-bimodules in C, and let f and
g be two (A,B)-bimodule 1-morphisms from M to N . An (A,B)-bimodule 2-
morphism from f to g is a 2-morphism γ : f → g in C such that γ is both a left
A-module 2-morphism and a right B-module 2-morphism.

Lemma 2.4.9. (A,B)-bimodules, (A,B)-bimodule 1-morphisms and (A,B)-
bimodule 2-morphisms in C form a 2-category, denoted by BimodC(A,B).

We will mainly focus on the cases when two algebras are identical from now
on. We abbreviate the 2-category of (A,A)-bimodules in C as BimodC(A). In
[Déc23a, Section 3], one can define a relative tensor product □A under some
additional assumption, and then BimodC(A) can be endowed with a monoidal
2-category structure, with product given by relative tensor product □A and unit
given by A as an (A,A)-bimodule.

From now on, we will assume relative tensor products always exist, and they
commute with monoidal product. This assumption always holds when A is a
separable algebra in a multifusion 2-category C.

Definition 2.4.10. Let us rename the monoidal 2-category BimodC(A) as
ModE1

C (A), that is the 2-category of monoidal local modules (or E1 local mod-
ules) over algebra A in C.

Theorem 2.4.11. Suppose A is a separable algebra in a multifusion 2-category
C, then ModE1

C (A) is a multifusion 2-category. If A is connected, then ModE1

C (A)
is fusion.
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Proof. See [Déc23a, Theorem 3.2.8].

This change of terminology is by analogy with the following notions of En
local modules.

Let B be a semi-strict braided monoidal 2-category, and B be a braided
algebra in B.

Definition 2.4.12. Recall from [DX23] that a braided module (or E2 local
module) over B in B consists of:

1. A right B-module (M,nM , νM , ρM ) in B,

2. A 2-isomorphism, called a holonomy,

BM MB

MB M,

b

hM
nMb

nM

satisfying:

a. We have:
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=

,

(43)28



b. We have:

=

,
(44)

c. We have:

=

.

(45)

Definition 2.4.13. Given M and N two braided local B-modules. A 1-
morphism of braided local B-modules is a right B-module 1-morphism (f, ψf )
in B satisfying the following equation

=

.

(46)

Definition 2.4.14. Given f, g : M → N two 1-morphisms of braided local
B-modules. A 2-morphisms of braided local B-modules is a right B-module
2-morphism f → g.

Lemma 2.4.15. Braided local B-modules in B, 1-morphisms of braided local B-
modules, and 2-morphisms of braided local B-modules form a 2-category, which
we denote by ModE2

B (B).

Theorem 2.4.16. Suppose B is a separable braided algebra in a braided multi-
fusion 2-category B, then ModE2

B (B) is a braided multifusion 2-category. If B

is connected, then ModE2

B (B) is fusion.

Proof. See [DX23, Theorem 2.3.4].
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Remark 2.4.17. By [DX23, Remark 2.2.5], one can embed E2 local B-modules
into the Drinfeld center (see Definition 3.1.6) of the 2-category of right B-
modules via the braided 2-functor

ModE2

B (B)→ Z1(ModB(B)); M 7→ (M, b̃M,−, R̃M,−,−, S̃M,−,−).

Finally, let S be a semi-strict sylleptic monoidal 2-category, and S be a
symmetric algebra in S.

Definition 2.4.18. A symmetric local module (or E3 local module) over S
in S consists of an braided local S-module (M,nM , νM , ρM , hM ) such that its
holonomy satisfies with an extra coherence condition:

1nM = = . (47)

Definition 2.4.19. Symmetric local module 1-morphisms are just braided local
module 1-morphisms; symmetric local module 2-morphisms are just braided
local module 2-morphisms. Thus, symmetric local modules over S form a 2-
subcategory of ModE2

S (S). Let us denote it as ModE3

S (S).

Theorem 2.4.20. Suppose S is a separable symmetric algebra in a sylleptic
multifusion 2-category S, then ModE3

S (S) is a sylleptic multifusion 2-category.

If S is connected, then ModE3

S (S) is fusion.

Proof. First, recall that ModE2

S (S) is finite semisimple by [DX23, Proposi-

tion 2.3.1]. By definition, ModE3

S (S) is a 2-subcategory of ModE2

S (S), hence

it is also finite semisimple. Then recall that ModE2

S (S) is rigid by [DX23,

Proposition 2.3.2], since the monoidal structure of ModE3

S (S) is inherited from

that on ModE2

S (S), by the monoidality of dual 2-functor [DX23, Appendix A],

ModE3

S (S) is also rigid. If S is connected, then ModE2

S (S) is a fusion 2-category

and ModE3

S (S) becomes a fusion 2-subcategory.

The braiding on ModE2

S (S) was described explicitly in [DX23, Theorem

2.2.3]. It is immediate that the braiding preserves ModE3

S (S) as a monoidal

2-subcategory. Lastly, we can construct the syllepsis on ModE3

S (S) as follows.
Let M and N be two E3 local S-modules, and write

tM,N :M □N →M □S N, tN,M : N □M → N □SM,

for the universal right S-balanced 1-morphisms from relative tensor product
[Déc23a, Definition 3.1.3]. Recall from the proof of [DX23, Theorem 2.2.3] that
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the braiding (̃b, R̃, S̃) on ModE3

S (S) is induced from braiding (b, R, S) in S using
the universal property of relative tensor product □S :

MN M □S N

NM N □SM

MN M □S N

tM,N

bM,N

b̃M,N

σM,N tN,M

bN,M

ξM,N

b̃N,M

tM,N

ξN,M

where ξM,N and ξN,M are S-balanced 2-isomorphisms created via 2-universal
properties. Then we can consider the composition of the above pasting dia-
gram, it gives a 2-isomorphism 1M□SN ◦ tM,N → b̃N,M ◦ b̃M,N ◦ tM,N . Then
one can adapt the proof of [DY23, Proposition 3.11] to check that it is S-
balanced. Hence, by the 2-universal property of tM,N again, there exists a

unique 2-isomorphism σ̃M,N : 1M□SN → b̃N,M ◦ b̃M,N . This is the syllep-

sis on ModE3

S (S). The naturality of the relative tensor product □S ensures
(M,N) 7→ σ̃M,N extends to an invertible modification.

Finally, with some careful elaboration one can check that σ̃ and braiding
(̃b, R̃, S̃) indeed satisfies the conditions for sylleptic monoidal 2-categories: (5),
(6) and unitality.

Remark 2.4.21. One might notice in the proof of the above theorem, the exis-
tence of the half-syllepsis σ̃M,− is solely determined by the E3 local S-module
structure on M . Thus, one can extend the half-syllepsis σ̃M,N to any right S-
module N rather than just E3 local S-module N . More generally, this provides
an embedding of ModE3

S (S) into the sylleptic center Z2(ModS(S)), where for
an E3 local S-module M we assign an object (M, σ̃M,−), see Definition 4.3.3.

2.5 Induction 2-Functors

In this section, we would like to recall the main results from [DY23].

Theorem 2.5.1. Let B be a separable braided algebra in a braided multifusion 2-
category B, then ModB(B) is equipped with a canonical multifusion 2-category
structure.

Theorem 2.5.2. Let S be a separable symmetric algebra in a sylleptic multi-
fusion 2-category S, then ModS(S) is equipped with a canonical braided mul-
tifusion 2-category structure.

The above canonical monoidal structures on the 2-category of modules is
defined by the so-called induction 2-functors.
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Lemma 2.5.3. Let B be a braided algebra in a braided multifusion 2-category
B, then there is a 2-functor Ind+ : ModB(B) → BimodB(B) which is fully
faithful on 2-morphisms.

Proof. Given any right B-module (M,nM , νM , ρM ), we can induce a left B-

action lM : B□M
bB,M−−−→M □B

nM

−−→M with 2-isomorphisms

λM :=

,

κM :=

.

The left and right B-actions on M are compatible with the balancing 2-
isomorphism

βM :=

.

Given a right B-module 1-morphism f :M → N , we induce a left B-module
1-morphism structure

χf :=

.

Finally, it is routine to check that the above structures satisfies the corre-
sponding coherence conditions. This gives us a 2-functor Ind+ : ModB(B) →
BimodB(B). Then it is straight forward to see this 2-functor is fully faithful
on 2-morphisms.

Remark 2.5.4. One can replace the induced B-action on M by B□M
b•M,B−−−→

M □B
nM

−−→ M and define the other coherence data by replacing braiding
(b, R, S) by its reverse (b•, S•, R•). The resulting 2-functor Ind− : ModB(B)→
BimodB(B) is again fully faithful on 2-morphisms.

Corollary 2.5.5. Moreover, suppose B is a separable braided algebra in B, then
BimodB(B) is equipped with a monoidal product given by the relative tensor
product □B. Hence, the induction 2-functors Ind± : ModB(B)→ BimodB(B)
induce (non-equivalent) monoidal strucures on 2-category ModB(B).
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We will denote the monoidal structures on ModB(B) induced by Ind± as
□±
B , respectively. For consistency, when we refer to the monoidal structure

on ModB(B), unless otherwise specified, we will always refer to the monoidal
structure □+

B .
An analogous construction exists for separable symmetric algebras within a

sylleptic multifusion 2-category.

Lemma 2.5.6. Let S be a separable symmetric algebra in a sylleptic multi-
fusion 2-category S, then there is a monoidal 2-functor Ind+ : ModS(S) →
ModE2

S (S) which is an embedding (i.e. it induces equivalences on the level of
hom 1-categories).

Proof. Given any right S-module (M,nM , νM , ρM ), we can induce a holonomy

hM :=

.

Applying properties of syllepsis: (5), (6) and unitality we can show that conher-
ence conditions (43), (44) and (45) are satisfied. Coherence conditions on 1- and
2-morphisms are automatic, hence we obtain a 2-functor Ind+ : ModS(S) →
ModE2

S (S). Then it is straight-forward to check this is an embedding.

Finally, the monoidal structure on ModE2

S (S) is by definition (c.f. [DX23,
Proposition 2.2.1]) induced from the monoidal structure □+

S on the underly-
ing right S-modules, hence the above 2-functor is equipped with a canonical
monoidal 2-functor structure.

Remark 2.5.7. We can also replace the syllepsis σ in the above lemma by its
reverse σ. This produces another induction 2-functor Ind+ : ModS(S) →
ModE2

S (S), which is again an embedding of monoidal 2-categories.

Corollary 2.5.8. Induction 2-functors Ind± : ModS(S)→ModE2

S (S) endow
monoidal 2-category ModS(S) with (non-equivalent) braidings.

Compared with [DY23, Theorem 3.8], the braiding there was exactly induced
by induction 2-functor Ind+ : ModS(S) → ModE2

S (S). Let us denote the

braidings induced by induction 2-functor Ind± as b̃±. Unless otherwise specified,
we will always use braiding b̃+ on ModS(S).

Lastly, one can obtain an equivalent characterizations of En local module
structures via induction 2-functors.

Lemma 2.5.9. Suppose B is a braided algebra in braided monoidal 2-category
B and M is a right B-module. Then the E2 local B-module structure on M ,
i.e. a holonomy on M , corresponds to the data of upgrading the right B-module
1-morphism 1M : M → M to an E1 local B-module 1-morphism Ind+(M) →
Ind−(M), for induction 2-functors Ind± : ModB(B)→ModE1

B (B).
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Proof. See [DX23, Lemma 2.1.5].

Lemma 2.5.10. Suppose S is a symmetric algebra in sylleptic monoidal 2-
category S and M is a right S-module. Then the E3 local S-module structure
on M corresponds to the data of upgrading the right S-module 1-morphism 1M :
M → M to an E2 local S-module 1-morphism Ind+(M) → Ind−(M), for
induction 2-functors Ind± : ModS(S)→ModE2

S (S).

Proof. This follows immediately from the Definition 2.4.18.

2.6 Module 2-Categories and Enrichment

In this section, we would like to recall some basic notions and properties for
modules 2-categories and enriched 2-categories. For more details, readers may
consult [GS16, Déc21c, Déc23a, Déc22a]. Here we do not explicitly assume exis-
tence of linear 2-category structures. However, readers can readily reconstruct
the correct linear 2-categorical concepts by substituting specific adjectives in
appropriate locations.

Let C and D be two monoidal 2-categories.

Definition 2.6.1. A left C-module 2-category consists of:

a. An underlying 2-category M;

b. A monoidal 2-functor F : C→ End(M), where End(M) is the 2-category
of endo-2-functors on 2-category M and the monoidal structure is given
by composition of 2-functors.

Similarly, a right D-module 2-category consists of:

a. An underlying 2-category N;

b. A monoidal 2-functor G : D1mp → End(N).

A (C,D)-bimodule 2-category consists of:

a. An underlying 2-category L;

b. A monoidal 2-functor H : C×D1mp → End(L).

Proposition 2.6.2. Equivalently, a left C-module 2-category consists of:

1. A 2-functor ♢ : C×M→M;

2. 2-natural equivalences

αM
x,y,m : (x□ y)♢m→ x♢ (y ♢m),

lMm : I ♢m→ m,

given on objects x, y in C and m in M;
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3. Invertible modifications

((x□ y)□ z)♢m (x□ y)♢ (z ♢m)

(x□ (y□ z))♢m

x♢ ((y□ z)♢m) x♢ (y ♢ (z ♢m))

αM
xy,z,m

αC
x,y,z1

αM
x,y,zm

αM
x,yz,m

1αM
y,z,m

πM
x,y,z,m

,

x♢m (I □x)♢m

x♢m I ♢ (x♢m)

λM
x,m

lCx 1

αM
I,x,m

lMxm

,

x♢m x♢ (I ♢m)

x♢m (x□ I)♢m

1lMm

rCx 1

αM
x,I,m

µM
x,m .

subject to conditions a), b), c) in [Déc21c, Definition 2.1.3].

Remark 2.6.3. Similarly, one can define a right D-module and (C,D)-bimodule
2-categories using action 2-functors together with various associativity and uni-
tality coherence data. We omit details here.

Example 2.6.4. For any algebra A in monoidal 2-category C, the 2-category
of right A-modules ModC(A) has a canonical left C-module 2-category struc-
ture via tensoring from the left. Simiarly, the 2-category of left A-modules
LmodC(A) has a canonical right C-module 2-category structure via tensoring
from the right.

Definition 2.6.5. Suppose C is a monoidal 2-category. A left C-module 2-
functor between left C-module 2-categories M and N consists of:

• An underlying 2-functor F : M→ N;

• 2-natural equivalence χFx,m : x♢N F (m)→ F (x♢Mm), given on object x
in C and m in M;

• Invertible modifications

(x□ y)♢N F (m) x♢N (y ♢N F (m)) x♢N F (y ♢Mm)

F ((x□ y)♢Mm) F (x♢M (y ♢Mm))

αN
x,y,F (m)

χF
xy,m

1χF
y,m

χF
x,F (ym)

ωF
x,y,m

F (αM
x,y,m)

,
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IN ♢N F (m) IN ♢N F (m)

F (IM ♢Mm) F (m)

χF
I,m lNF (m)

F (lMm )

γF
m ,

given on objects x, y in C and m in M,

subject to conditions a), b), c) in [Déc21c, Definition 2.1.7].

Definition 2.6.6. Let F,G be two left C-module 2-functors between M and N.
A left C-module 2-natural transform from F to G consists of:

1. An underlying 2-natural transform θ : F → G;

2. An invertible modification

x♢N F (m) x♢NG(m)

F (x♢Mm) G(x♢Mm)

1θm

χF χG
Πθ

x,m

θxm

,

given on object x in C and m in M,

subject to conditions a), b) in [Déc21c, Definition 2.1.9].

Definition 2.6.7. Let θ, ξ be two left C-module 2-natural transforms between
F,G, which are two left C-module 2-functors between M and N. A left C-
module modification from θ to ξ consists of a modification Ξ : θ → ξ satisfying
the condition in [Déc21c, Definition 2.1.10].

Proposition 2.6.8. For a given monoidal 2-category C, we obtain a 3-category
consists of left C-module 2-categories, left C-module 2-functors, left C-module
2-natural transforms and left C-module modifications, denoted as Lmod(C).

Remark 2.6.9. One can similarly define right module and bimodule 2-natural
transforms, modifcations. They form 3-categories in the same way as stated in
the proposition above.

We denote the 3-category of right D-module 2-categories as Mod(D), and
denote the 3-category of (C,D)-bimodule 2-categories as Bimod(C,D), for any
monoidal 2-categories C and D.

Definition 2.6.10. An enriched 2-category over a monoidal 2-category C con-
sists of:

1. A set2 of objects Ob(M);

2We assume smallness in general and ignore the size issue.
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2. For objects x, y in Ob(M), an enriched Hom-object [x, y]MC in C;

3. For object x in Ob(M), an enriched unit jx : I → [x, y]MC ;

4. For objects x, y, z in Ob(M), an enriched multiplication

mx,y,z : [y, z]
M
C □ [x, y]MC → [x, z]MC ;

5. For objects x, y in Ob(M), enriched unitors in C

I □ [x, y]MC I □ [x, y]MC

[y, y]MC □ [x, y]MC [x, y]MC

jy1 l[x,y]

mx,y,y

ρx,y ,

[x, y]MC □ I [x, y]MC □ I

[x, y]MC □ [x, x]MC [x, y]MC

1jx r[x,y]

mx,x,y

λx,y ;

6. For objects x, y, z, w in Ob(M), an enriched associator in C

([z, w]MC □ [y, z]MC )□ [x, y]MC [y, w]MC □ [x, y]MC

[z, w]MC □ ([y, z]MC □ [x, y]MC )

[z, w]MC □ [x, z]MC [x,w]MC

my,z,w1

α[z,w],[y,z],[x,y]

m[x,y,w]

1mx,y,z

πx,y,z,w

mx,z,w

;

subject to conditions a) and b) in [Déc21c, Definition 4.2.1].

Remark 2.6.11. Post-composing the enriched Hom-object with the forgetful 2-
functor C→ Cat; x 7→ HomC(I, x), we obtain an enriched 2-category structure
over Cat. This is nothing else but the underlying 2-category structure on M,
with Ob(M) as its genuine set of objects now. Hence, we can also view an
enriched 2-category over C as a 2-category M equipped with addition structures
described in the above definition.

For finite semismple module 2-categories, [Déc21c] has proven the equiva-
lence between module 2-category structures and enriched 2-category structures.
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Proposition 2.6.12. A finite semisimple module 2-category over a multifu-
sion 2-category has a canonical enriched 2-category structure. Moreover, every
finite semisimple module 2-category over this multifusion 2-category can be re-
constructed from a rigid algebra.

Remark 2.6.13. In general, it is not true that every enriched 2-category M over
a monoidal 2-category C can be realized as ModC(A) for some rigid algebra A
in C. Rather, provided that there is a tensor-hom 2-adjunction

HomM(x♢m,n) ≃ HomC(x, [m,n]C)

given on object x in C and objects m,n in M, the hypothetical left C-action
x 7→ x♢− turns out to be only an oplax monoidal 2-functor from C to End(M).
We may call the enriched structure onM strong if this induced C-action is strong.

Thence, this implies that a finite semisimple 2-category M is strongly en-
riched over multifusion 2-category C if and only if we can find some rigid algebra
A in C such that M ≃ModC(A).

Remark 2.6.14. Using the above equivalence, one can get an impression of what
the correct definition of enriched 2-functors, enriched 2-natural transforms and
enriched modifications should look like. In other word, we expect an indepen-
dent set of definitions for enriched 2-functors, enriched 2-natural transforms
and enriched modifications between 2-categories strongly enriched over a fixed
monoidal 2-category C, and they should together form a sub-3-category among
all C-enriched 2-categories, Enrich(C). Then the above proposition can be lifted
to an equivalence between Lmod(C) and its image in Enrich(C).

Definition 2.6.15. Let B be a braided 2-category. A monoidal B-module
2-category consists of:

a. A monoidal 2-category C;

b. A braided 2-functor F : B → Z1(C), where Z1(C) is the Drinfeld center
of C defined in Definition 3.1.6.

Let T be a sylleptic 2-category. A braided T-module 2-category consists of:

a. A braided 2-category A;

b. A sylleptic 2-functor G : T→ Z2(A), where Z2(A) is the sylleptic center
of A defined in Definition 4.3.3.

Let V be a symmetric 2-category. A sylleptic V-module 2-category consists of:

a. A sylleptic 2-category S;

b. A sylleptic 2-functor H : V → Z3(S), where Z3(S) is the symmetric
center of S defined in Definition 5.1.4.

Remark 2.6.16. Post-composed with the canonical forgetful 2-functors Z1(C)→
End(C), Z2(A)→ End(A) and Z3(S)→ End(S), one can obtain genuine un-
derlying module 2-category structures on C, A and S, respectively. One should
expect that:
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1. A monoidal B-module 2-category C is the same as an algebra in the
monoidal 3-category Lmod(B);

2. A braided T-module 2-category A is the same as a braided algebra (aka.
E2 algebra) in the braided 3-category Lmod(T);

3. A sylleptic V-module 2-category S is the same as a sylleptic algebra (aka.
E3 algebra) in the sylleptic (in fact symmetric) 3-category Lmod(V).

Therefore, there are two natural types of higher morphisms we can impose
upon them:

1. Algebra higher morphisms, i.e.

• Algebra 1-, 2- and 3-morphisms in Lmod(B);

• Braided algebra 1-, 2- and 3-morphisms in Lmod(T);

• Sylleptic algebra 1-, 2- and 3-morphisms in Lmod(V);

These all provide 3-categories;

2. Higher bimodules between them, i.e.

• Bimodule 1-, 2- and 3-morphisms in Lmod(B);

• Monoidal bimodules, bimodule betwwen monoidal bimodules, and
then bimodule 1-, 2- and 3-morphisms in Lmod(T);

• Braided bimodules, and then monoidal bimodules between them,
then again iterated bimodules between these monoidal bimodules,
and finally bimodule 1-, 2- and 3-morphisms in Lmod(V);

They provide higher Morita 4-, 5-, and 6-categories, respectively.

Remark 2.6.17. Following [Kel82, For04, KYZZ21], one should expect that:

1. A monoidal 2-category can be enriched over a braided 2-category B;

2. A braided 2-category can be enriched over a sylleptic 2-category T;

3. A sylleptic 2-category can be enriched over a symmetric 2-category V.

Moreover,

1. The 3-category of B-enriched 2-categories is equipped with a monoidal
structure, and an algebra in Enrich(B) is the same as a monoidal 2-
category enriched over B;

2. The 3-category of T-enriched 2-categories is equipped with a braided
monoidal structure, and a braided algebra in Enrich(T) is the same as a
braided 2-category enriched over T;

3. The 3-category of V-enriched 2-categories is equipped with a sylleptic (in
fact symmetric) monoidal structure, and a sylleptic algebra in Enrich(V)
is the same as a sylleptic 2-category enriched over V.
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Remark 2.6.18. By analogy with the main result of [Déc21c], we conjecture
equivalences:

1. Between multifusion B-module 2-categories and multifusion 2-categories
strongly enriched over B, where B is a braided multifusion 2-category;

2. Between braided multifusion T-module 2-categories and braided multifu-
sion 2-categories strongly enriched over T, where T is a sylleptic multifu-
sion 2-category;

3. Between sylleptic multifusion V-module 2-categories and sylleptic mul-
tifusion 2-categories strongly enriched over V where V is a symmetric
multifusion 2-category.
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3 Monoidal Centralizers and Braided Centers

In this section, we will continue using notations and conventions defined in the
preliminary.

3.1 Definitions and Basic Properties

The following definitions generalize the notion of center for monoidal 2-categories
[Cra98, Section 3.1].

Definition 3.1.1. Given a monoidal 2-functor F : C → D between monoidal
2-categories C and D, its monoidal centralizer (or Drinfeld centralizer, E1 cen-
tralizer) is a monoidal 2-category Z1(F ) where

a. An Object is a triple (x, bx−, R
x
−,−), where

– x is an object in D;

– bx− is a pseudo-natural isomorphism

xF (y0) F (y0)x

xF (y1) F (y1)x

bxy0

1xF (f) F (f)1x
bxf

bxy1

which is natural in 1-morphism f : y0 → y1 in C;

– Rx−,− is an invertible modification

xF (yz) F (yz)x

xF (y)F (z) F (y)xF (z) F (y)F (z)x

bxyz

Rx
y,z

bxy1F (z)

1xFy,z

1F (y)b
x
z

Fy,z1x

satisfying the coherence condition

=

,

(48)
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which is natural for objects y, z, w in C.

b. A 1-morphisms between objects (x, bx−, R
x
−,−) and (y, by−, R

y
−,−) is a pair

(g, bg−) where

– g : x→ y is a 1-morphism in D;

– bg− is an invertible modification

xF (z) F (z)x

yF (z) F (z)y

bxz

g1F (z) 1F (z)g
bgz

byz

which is natural for object z in C, satisfying the coherence condition

=

,

(49)

which is natural for objects z, w in C.

c. A 2-morphism between (g, bg−) and (h, bh−), which are both 1-morphisms
between (x, bx−, R

x
−,−) and (y, by−, R

y
−,−), consists of 2-morphism φ : g → h

in D satisfying the coherence condition

=

,

(50)

which is natural for object z in C.

d. Monoidal unit is given by the monoidal unit I in D together with bI− given
by the identity pseudo-natural isomorphism on F , and RI−,− given by the
identity modification.

e. Monoidal product of (x, bx−, R
x
−,−) and (y, by−, R

y
−,−) is given by the monoidal

product x□ y in D together with bxy− := (bx−1y) ◦ (1xb
y
−) and invertible
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modification Rxy−,− given by

xyF (zw) F (zw)xy

xyF (z)F (w) xF (zw)y F (z)F (w)xy

xF (z)F (w)y

xF (z)yF (w) F (z)xF (w)y

bxy
zw

1byzw

1byz1

11Fz,w

bxzw1
Fz,w11

1Ry
z,w

bxz11

Rx
z,w1

1Fz,w1

11byw

1bxw1

.

f. Monoidal product of 1-morphism (g, bg−), which is from (x0, b
x0
− , R

x0
−,−) to

(y0, b
y0
− , R

y0
−,−), and 1-morphism (h, bh−), which is from (x1, b

x1
− , R

x1
−,−) to

(y1, b
y1
− , R

y1
−,−), consists of 1-morphism g□h : x0 □x1 → y0 □ y1 in D

together with an invertible modification

bghz :=

.

(51)

g. Interchangers of 1-morphsms are induced by those in D.

h. Monoidal product of 2-morphisms is just the monoidal product of the
corresponding 2-morphisms in D.

Lemma 3.1.2. By the above construction, there is a canonical forgetful functor
Z1(F )→ D, preserving the monoidal structures.

Proposition 3.1.3. Suppose C is a monoidal 2-category and M is a left C-
module 2-category, then the Drinfeld centralizer of the left action C→ End(M)
is equivalent to EndC(M).

Proof. The proposition can be easily proven by unfolding the definitions of the
Drinfeld centralizer and the 2-category of left C-module functors.

Definition 3.1.4. Given monoidal 2-functor F : C → D, and monoidal 2-
functor G : E1mp → D, we can construct a (C,E)-bimodule 2-category whose
underlying 2-category is D, with left C-action given by

C→ End(D); x 7→ F (x)□−,
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and right E-action given by

E1mp → End(D); y 7→ −□G(y).

We denote this bimodule 2-category as ⟨F ⟩D⟨G⟩.

Corollary 3.1.5. Z1(F ) ≃ EndC|D(⟨F ⟩D).

Proof. Notice that D ≃ EndD1mp(D) ≃ Z1(D
1mp → End(D)) is the centralizer

of the right D-action on ⟨F ⟩D. Hence, we can rewrite the centralizer of F :
C → D as the centralizer of the left C-action on ⟨F ⟩D preserving the right

D-action, i.e. Z1(C
F−→ EndD1mp(D)) ≃ Z1(C × D1mp F □ IdD−−−−−→ End(D)) ≃

EndC|D(⟨F ⟩D).

Definition 3.1.6. The braided center (or Drinfeld center, E1 center), see
[Déc22a, Section 2.1], of a monoidal 2-category C is defined to be the monoidal
centralizer Z1(IdC). We denote it by Z1(C).

Lemma 3.1.7. Drinfeld center Z1(C) is equipped with a canonical braided
monoidal structure.

Proof. We define the braiding on objects (x, bx−, R
x
−,−) and (y, by−, R

y
−,−) in

Z1(C) as bx,y := bxy . This braiding can be extended to an adjoint 2-natural
equivalence. Additionally, for (x, bx−, R

x
−,−), (y, b

y
−, R

y
−,−) and (z, bz−, R

z
−,−) in

Z1(C), we introduce invertible modifications Rx,y,z := Rxy,z and Sxy,z := 1xyz.
These assignments establish a braiding on Drinfeld center Z1(C) according to
[Cra98, Theorem 3.1].

Remark 3.1.8. One can also realize the Drinfeld center as FunC⊠C1mp(C,C), see
[Déc22a, Lemma 2.2.1]. Under some finiteness conditions on C, the 3-category
Bimod(C) of (C,C)-bimodule 2-categories becomes a monoidal 3-category under
the relative Deligne 2-tensor product ⊠C, see [Déc23b]. C is the monoidal unit
in this monoidal 3-category. Thus Z1(C) ≃ FunC⊠C1mp(C,C) is the endo-hom
2-category on the monoidal unit, hence it is equipped with a canonical braided
monoidal 2-category structure. Finally, these two braided monoidal 2-category
structures on Z1(C) will agree with each other.3

Remark 3.1.9. Drinfeld center is a Morita invariant, i.e. when C is a monoidal
2-category, M is a left C-module 2-category, we have Z1(C) ≃ Z1(EndC(M)1mp)
as braided monoidal 2-categories. Hence, it induces monoidal 2-functor Z1(C)→
EndC(M)1mp factoring through its Drinfeld center, i.e. a central Z1(C)-action
on EndC(M)1mp.

More explicitly, following the notations from [Déc21c], denote the left C-
action on M by (♢, αM, lM, µM, λM, πM), then for each object (x, bx−, R

x
−,−) in

Z1(C), and object y in C, the interchanger χx♢−
y♢−,− is given by

x♢ (y ♢−)
(αM

x,y,−)−1

−−−−−−−→ (x□ y)♢−
bxy ♢−
−−−−→ (y□x)♢−

αM
y,x,−−−−−→ y ♢ (x♢−).

3Depending on the exact definitions of Drinfeld center and relative 2-tensor product, these
two braided monoidal 2-category structure might agree up to flipping the direction of the
braidings.
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Higher coherence data (ωx♢−, γx♢−) are induced by Rx−,− and µM, λM, πM.

Remark 3.1.10. A braiding on monoidal 2-category C is equivalent to a monoidal
section of the canonical forgetful 2-functor Z1(C) → C, i.e. an embedding
C → Z1(C) preserving monoidal structures such that its composition with the
forgetful functor is equivalent to the identity functor IdC.

Moreover, a braiding on C induces a monoidal equivalence between C and
C1mp, which can either be proven explicitly, or can be implied by observing that
Z1(C)

2mp ≃ Z1(C
1mp) as braided monoidal 2-categories.

3.2 Factorization of Endofunctors into Free Modules and
Monoidal Local Modules

Proposition 3.2.1. For any tensor 2-functor F : C → D between multifusion
2-categories C and D, its monoidal centralizer is multifusion.

Proof. This is basically the same as the proof for [Déc22a, Corollary 2.2.2,
Lemma 2.2.4]. First, to see Z1(F ) is finite semisimple, we combine Corollary
3.1.5 with [Déc21c, Proposition 5.1.3, Theorem 5.2.7] and [Déc23c, Theorem
3.1.6].

Next, we need to show that Z1(F ) is rigid. For any object (x, bx−, R
x
−,−) in

the centralizer Z1(F ), we will construct its left dual. The right dual can be
construct in a similar way.

Since D is rigid, we can find a left dual ∨x for object x, together with unit
ix : I → x□ ∨x and counit ex : ∨x□x → I and 2-isomorphisms witnessing
zigzag conditions:

Ξx : (1x□ ex) ◦ (ix□ 1x)→ 1x,

Φx : (ex□ 1∨x) ◦ (1∨x□ ix)→ 1∨x.

Furthermore, we can assume this left dual is coherent [Pst14], i.e. Ξx and Φx
satisfy the coherence conditions (8) and (9).

We promote the object ∨x to an object in the centralizer Z1(F ) by

b
∨x
y := (ex□ 1F (y) □ 1∨x) ◦ (1∨x□ bxy

• □ 1∨x) ◦ (1∨x□ 1F (y) □ ix),

R
∨x
y,z :=

,
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because we assume the inverse of half-braiding bx− is coherent.
Then we promote the unit ix : I → x□ ∨x and counit ex : ∨x□x → I to

1-morphisms in Z1(F ) by

bixy :=

,

bexy :=

.

Finally, we can check Ξx and Φx satisfy condition (50), so they can be pro-
moted to 2-morphisms in Z1(F ). In summary, we have constructed a left dual
(∨x, b

∨x
− , R

∨x
−,−) for object (x, b

x
−, R

x
−,−) in the Drinfeld centralizer Z1(F ).

Remark 3.2.2. Direct sum of two objects (x, bx−, R
x
−,−) and (y, by−, R

y
−,−) is given

by (x⊞ y, bx− ⊞ by−, R
x
−,− ⊞Ry−,−).

Remark 3.2.3. We can explicitly demonstrate that Z1(F ) is 2-condensation
complete. Given an object (x, bx−, R

x
−,−) in Z1(F ), any 2-condensation monad

(x, bx−, R
x
−,−; e, b

e
−; ξ, δ) induces a 2-condensation monad (x, e, ξ, δ) in D. Since

D is assumed to be 2-condensation complete, this 2-condensation monad has a
splitting witnessed by a 2-condensation (x, y, f, g, ϕ, γ) in D. Furthermore, by
[GJF19, Proposition 3.1.5], we can assume this 2-condensation is unital without
loss of generality, i.e. g is the right adjoint of f with unit η : 1x → g ◦ f and
counit ϕ : f ◦ g → 1y.

We can promote object y to an object (y, by−, R
y
−,−) in Z1(F ), where the

half-braiding is defined as follows:

byz := yF (z)
g1−→ xF (z)

bxz−→ F (z)x
1f−→ F (z)y.
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Ryz,w :=

.

Next, we can promote 1-morphisms f : X → Y and g : Y → X to 1-
morphisms in Z1(F ), where

bfz :=

,

bgz :=

.

Lastly, ϕ, γ both satisfy condition (50), so the 2-condensation (x, y, f, g, ϕ, γ)

can be upgraded to a 2-condensation (x, bx−, R
x
−,−; y, b

y
−, R

y
−,−; f, b

f
−; g, b

g
−;ϕ, γ)

splitting the given 2-condensation monad.

Remark 3.2.4. We can explicitly construct adjoints of 1-morphisms in Z1(F ).
For any 1-morphism f from object (x, bx−, R

x
−,−) to (y, by−, R

y
−,−), we can pro-

mote the left adjoint ∗f : y → x of the underlying 1-morphism in D to Z1(F )
with

b
∗f
z :=

.
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Similarly, we can also promote the right adjoint f∗ : y → x to a 1-morphism in
Z1(F ) with

(bf
∗

z )−1 :=

.

Proposition 3.2.5. Let C and D be multifusion 2-categories, then we have the
follows:

1. Z1(C⊞D) ≃ Z1(C)⊞ Z1(D),

2. Z1(C⊠D) ≃ Z1(C)⊠ Z1(D).

Proof. The first equation is by direct inspection. The second equation follows
from [Déc22a, Corollary 5.3.2].

Definition 3.2.6. A multifusion 2-category C is non-degenerate if Z1(C) ≃
2Vect.

Lemma 3.2.7. Let A be a separable algebra in a multifusion 2-category C. Then
we have a tensor 2-functor

C1mp → End(ModC(A)),

which sends an object x in C to the endo-2-functor on ModC(A) determined by
A 7→ x□A.

Theorem 3.2.8. Let A be a separable algebra in a multifusion 2-category C.
Then we have an equivalence of multifusion 2-categories

ModE1

C (A) ≃ Z1(C
1mp → End(ModC(A))).

Proof. This is essentially a reformulation of [Déc23a, Theorem 5.3.2].

Theorem 3.2.9. Let A be a separable algebra in an indecomposable multifusion
2-category C. Then we have an equivalence of braided fusion 2-categories

Z1(C) ≃ Z1(C
1mp ⊠ModE1

C (A)→ End(ModC(A))).

Proof. See [Déc22a, Proposition 2.3.1].

Corollary 3.2.10. Suppose C is a non-degenerate multifusion 2-category and
A is a separable algebra in C, then we have an equivalence of multifusion 2-
categories

End(ModC(A)) ≃ C1mp ⊠ModE1

C (A).
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Corollary 3.2.11. In particular, for any non-degenerate multifusion 2-category
C, we have End(C) ≃ C1mp ⊠ C.

Corollary 3.2.12. Any separable algebra A in non-degenerate multifusion 2-
category C can be viewed as a separable algebra in End(C), with

ModE1

End(C)(A) ≃ End(ModC(A)).

Remark 3.2.13. A non-degenerate multifusion 2-category C is indecomposable.
Moreover, one has C ≃ ⊞i,j Cij where indices i, j run across the set of isomor-
phism classes of simple objects {ei} in ΩC := HomC(I, I), and Cij := eiCej .
Then component Cii is a non-degenerate fusion 2-category, while Cij is an in-
vertible bimodule 2-category between Cii and Cjj .

Remark 3.2.14. By [Déc22a, Lemma 4.1.3], a non-degenerate fusion 2-category is
always equivalent toMod(B) for some non-degenerate braided fusion 1-category
B, i.e. a braided fusion 1-category B with a trivial Müger center: Z2(B) ≃ Vect.

By [Déc22a, Theorem 3.1.4], non-degenerate fusion 2-categories Mod(B0)
and Mod(B1) are Morita equivalent if and only if two non-degenerate braided
fusion 1-categories B0 and B1 are Witt equivalent in the sense of [DMNO13,
Definition 5.1].

Remark 3.2.15. The 2-category of endofunctors on a finite semisimple 2-category
M is always non-degenerate, i.e. Z1(End(M)) ≃ 2Vect. Conversely, a non-
degenerate fusion 2-category Mod(B) is equivalent to End(M) for some finite
semisimple 2-category M if and only if B is Witt trivial, i.e. B ≃ Z1(M) for
some fusion 1-categoryM, in which case we can take M ≃Mod(M).
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4 Braided Centralizers and Sylleptic Centers

In this section, we will continue using notations and conventions defined in the
preliminary.

4.1 Definitions

We first genelize the notion of 2-center of braided monoidal 2-categories [Cra98,
Section 5.1].

Definition 4.1.1. Braided centralizer (or E2 centralizer) of a braided 2-functor
F : A → B between braided monoidal 2-categories A,B is a braided monoidal
2-category Z2(F ) where:

a. An object is a pair (x, σx−) where x is an object in B, σx− is an invertible
modification

xF (y) xF (y)

F (y)x

bx,F (y)

σx
y

bF (y),x

given on object y in A, satisfying:

= . (52)

b. A 1-morphism between objects (x, σx−) and (x′, σx
′

− ) is a 1-morphism f :
x→ x′ in B such that
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= . (53)

c. A 2-morphism between 1-morphisms f, g : x → x′ is just a 2-morphism
f → g in B.

d. Monoidal product of two objects (x, σx−) and (y, σy−) consists of an object
x□ y and an invertible modification

σxyz := . (54)

e. Monoidal unit in Z2(F ) is given by the monoidal unit I in B with the
identity modification σIz := 1F (z).

f. Monoidal product of two 1-morphisms f : x → y and g : x′ → y′ is just
1-morphism f □ g : x□x′ → y□ y′ in B, which always turns out to satisfy
equation (53).

g. Interchangers of 1-morphisms are induced from those in B.

h. Monoidal product of two 2-morphisms is just the monoidal product of the
underlying 2-morphisms in B.

i. Braiding is induced from the braiding bx,y : x□ y → y□x in B, together
with the invertible modifications R and S.

Lemma 4.1.2. By definition, there is a canonical braiding-preserving forgetful
functor Z2(F )→ B.

4.2 Enveloping Algebras

Lemma 4.2.1. Braided 2-functor F : A → B induces a monoidal structure
on the A ⊠ A1mp-module 2-category ⟨F ⟩B⟨F ⟩, i.e. braided monoidal 2-category
A⊠ A2mp acts centrally on monoidal 2-category ⟨F ⟩B⟨F ⟩.
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Proof. The left A⊠ A1mp-action on B is defined via

A⊠ A1mp F ⊠F−−−−→ B⊠B1mp x⊠ y 7−→ x□−□ y−−−−−−−−−−−−→ End(B),

with monoidal 2-functor structure induced from that on F .
In comparison, the central left A⊠ A2mp-action on B is defined via

A⊠ A2mp F ⊠F−−−−→ B⊠B2mp x⊠ y 7−→ x□−□ y−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Z1(B),

with braided monoidal 2-functor structure induced from that on F . Note that
the embeddings B → Z1(B);x 7→ (x, bx,−, Rx,−,−) and B2mp → Z1(B); y 7→
(y, b•−,y, S

•
−,−,y) preserves braidings. Using Remark 3.1.8, we identify Z1(B)

with EndB⊠B1mp(B), hence the two embeddings combine together as B ⊠
B2mp → Z1(B) where object x ⊠ y in B ⊠B2mp is send to the 2-endofunctor
x□−□ y : B→ B with (B,B)-bimodule 2-functor structure

a□x□−□ y□ b
ba,x □−□ b•b,y−−−−−−−−−→ x□ a□−□ b□ y

plus the higher coherence data induced from the braiding on B.

Remark 4.2.2. F : A → ⟨F ⟩B⟨F ⟩ has a canonical A ⊠ A2mp-module 2-functor
structure.

Lemma 4.2.3.
∫
S1 F := FunA⊠A2mp(⟨F ⟩B⟨F ⟩,A) is a monoidal 2-category,

provided that A has 2-coends, its monoidal product preserves colimits and the
A ⊠ A2mp-action on B admits an internal hom [−,−]A⊠A2mp : B1op ⊠ B →
A ⊠ A2mp. In particular, these conditions are satisfied if both A and B are
multifusion.

Proof. The central A ⊠ A2mp-module 2-category structure on ⟨F ⟩B⟨F ⟩ is de-
scribed in Lemma 4.2.1; on the other hand, A is equipped with the canonical
central A⊠ A2mp-action. Hence,

∫
S1 F is well-defined as a 2-category.

To define the monoidal structure on
∫
S1 F , we will use various notions of

enriched 2-categories from Décoppet. Readers unfamiliar with the notations
can consult [Déc21c, Section 4] for details. We will also return to the discussion
of enriched 2-categories later in Section 4.

Given two objects S and T in
∫
S1 F , viewed as A ⊠ A2mp-module functors

from ⟨F ⟩B⟨F ⟩ to A, their product is the Day convolution

(S � T )(c) :=

∫ (a,b):B×B

[a□ b, c]A⊠A2mp ♢S(a)□T (b),

together with the canonical A⊠ A2mp-module functor structure
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(S � T )((x⊠ z)♢ y) = (S � T )(F (x)□ y□F (z))

:=

∫ (a,b):B×B

[a□ b, F (x)□ y□F (z)]A⊠A2mp ♢S(a)□T (b)

≃
∫ (a,b):B×B

(x⊠ z)♢ [a□ b, y]A⊠A2mp ♢S(a)□T (b)

≃ (x⊠ z)♢
∫ (a,b):B×B

[a□ b, y]A⊠A2mp ♢S(a)□T (b)

=: (x⊠ z)♢ (S � T )(y) = s□ (S � T )(y)□ z,

where the first equivalence follows from [Déc21c, Lemma 4.1.6].
The monoidal unit in

∫
S1 F is given by I∫

S1 F := [IB,−]A⊠A2mp ♢ IA. Func-
toriality of the monoidal product follows immediately from the definition of
2-coends.

Lastly, higher coherence data is provided by the 2-universal property of 2-
coends.

Remark 4.2.4. Consider the monoidal 2-functor

A⊠B1mp →
∫
S1

F ; x⊠ y 7→ [y∨,−]A⊠A2mp ♢x.

Its restrictions to both A and B1mp are embeddings:

A→
∫
S1

F ; x⊠ IB 7→ [IB,−]A⊠A2mp ♢x,

B1mp →
∫
S1

F ; IA ⊠ y 7→ [y∨,−]A⊠A2mp ♢ IA.

Meanwhile, this 2-functor is dominant since it has a left adjoint∫
S1

F → A⊠B1mp; S 7→
∫ y:B

S(y)⊠ ∨y

with the unit of the adjunction given on
∫
S1 F -module 2-functor S : B→ A as

an equivalence

S →
∫ y:B

[y,−]A⊠A2mp ♢S(y).

Remark 4.2.5. For object x in A and y in B, the image of x ⊠ y in
∫
S1 F ,

[y∨,−]A⊠A2mp ♢x, is equipped with a canonical automorphism in
∫
S1 F :

[y∨,−]A⊠A2mp ♢x ≃ [y∨,−]A⊠A2mp ♢ (x⊠ IA)♢ IA

≃ [y∨, F (x)□−]A⊠A2mp ♢ IA
bF (x),−−−−−−→ [y∨,−□F (x)]A⊠A2mp ♢ IA

≃ [y∨,−]A⊠A2mp ♢ (IA ⊠ x)♢ IA ≃ [y∨,−]A⊠A2mp ♢x.
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Moreover, this induces an automorphism on an arbitrary object S in
∫
S1 F ,

which we will denote by aut+(S).
Replacing braiding bF (x),− by the reversed braiding b•−,F (x) in B, we can ob-

tain another canonical automorphism on an arbitrary object S in
∫
S1 F , denoted

by aut−(S).

Remark 4.2.6. By Lemma 4.2.1, we see that F induces a central A⊠A2mp-action
on B1mp via the braided functor A⊠ A2mp → Z1(B),

x0 ⊠ IA 7→ (F (x0), bF (x0),−, RF (x0),−,−)

IA ⊠ x1 7→ (F (x1), b
•
−,F (x1)

, S•
−,−,F (x1)

).

Furthermore, the embedding B1mp →
∫
S1 F induces a canonical forgetful func-

tor A⊠ A2mp →
∫
S1 F factoring through the Drinfeld center Z1(B), i.e.

A⊠ A2mp B1mp

Z1(B)
∫
S1 F .

Fix an object x in A, we observe that S = [IB,−]A⊠A2mp ♢x is isomorphic to
the image of x⊠IA and IA⊠x in

∫
S1 F . Meanwhile, aut+(S) is just the image of

the half-braiding bF (x),− while aut−(S) is the image of the half-braiding b•−,F (x).

Remark 4.2.7. The central actions of A⊠A2mp on A and B1mp are balanced in
the sense that there exists a monoidal 2-natural adjoint equivalence filling the
following diagram:

A⊠ A2mp B⊠B2mp

Z1(A) Z1(B)

A
∫
S1 F B1mp

F⊠F

Indeed, starting with object x ⊠ IA in A ⊠ A2mp and following the two paths,
we obtain two objects in

∫
S1 F which are canonically equivalent as follows

[IB,−]♢x ≃ [IB, F (x)□−]♢ I
bF (x),−−−−−−→ [IB,−□F (x)]♢ I ≃ [F (x)∨,−]♢ IA.

Similarly, starting with object IA ⊠ x in A⊠A2mp and following the two paths,
there is a canonical equivalence

[IB,−]♢x ≃ [IB, F (x)□−]♢ I
b•−,F (x)−−−−−→ [IB,−□F (x)]♢ I ≃ [F (x)∨,−]♢ IA.
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Moreover, these two equivalent monoidal 2-functors A⊠ A2mp →
∫
S1 F can

be lifted to the braided 2-functor A ⊠ A2mp → Z1(
∫
S1 F ) via the following

half-braiding on the image of x⊠ IA

([IB,−]♢x) � ([y∨,−]♢ z) ([F (x)∨,−]♢ IA) � ([y∨,−]♢ z)

[y∨,−]♢ (x□ z) [(y□F (x))∨,−]♢ z

[y∨,−]♢ (z□x) [(F (x)□ y)∨,−]♢ z

([y∨,−]♢ z) � ([IB,−]♢x) ([y∨,−]♢ z) � ([F (x)∨,−]♢ IA).

bF (x),−

∼ ∼

bx,z b∨F (x),y

∼ ∼

bF (x),−

Replace the braidings on A and B by their reverses, this gives a half-braiding
on the image of IA ⊠ x.

Remark 4.2.8. Given objects x0 ⊠ y0 and x1 ⊠ y1 in A⊠B1mp, their images in∫
S1 F are equivalent, i.e.

[y∨0 ,−]A⊠A2mp ♢x0 ≃ [y∨1 ,−]A⊠A2mp ♢x1,

if and only if F (x0)□ y0 ≃ F (x1)□ y1 as objects in B.

Remark 4.2.9. If braided monoidal 2-categories A and B are multifusion, then
following [Déc23b, Section 2], we expect that the relative Deligne 2-tensor prod-
uct ⊠A⊠A2mp exists, and it preserves monoidal structures. One can rewrite∫
S1 F ≃ A ⊠A⊠A2mp B1mp as multifusion 2-categories, and then the canonical
A⊠ A2mp-balanced 2-functor

A⊠B1mp → A⊠A⊠A2mp B1mp

is witnessed by the monoidal 2-functor

A⊠B1mp →
∫
S1

F ; x⊠ y 7→ [y∨,−]A⊠A2mp ♢x.

4.3 Finite Semisimple Braided Centralizers

Lemma 4.3.1. The (A,B)-bimodule 2-category structure on ⟨F ⟩B is promoted
to an

∫
S1 F -module 2-category structure. Then we have Z2(F ) ≃ End∫

S1 F (B)
as monoidal 2-categories.

Proof. The
∫
S1 F -action on B is defined via S ♢ z := FS(z), for object S in∫

S1 F and z in B. In particular, the monoidal unit I∫
S1 F = [IB,−]A⊠A2mp ♢ IA

acts on B via

I∫
S1 F ♢ z := F ([IB, z]A⊠A2mp ♢ IA) ≃ [IB, z]A⊠A2mp ♢F (IA) ≃ z,
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where the equivalences are induced by the monoidal 2-functor structure on F .
The original (A,B)-action on ⟨F ⟩B can be recovered from the monoidal 2-

functor

A⊠B1mp →
∫
S1

F ; x⊠ y 7→ [y∨,−]A⊠A2mp ♢x.

This induces a forgetful 2-functor End∫
S1 F (B) → EndA|B(⟨F ⟩B) preserving

monoidal structures. By Corollary 3.1.5, EndA|B(⟨F ⟩B) is equivalent to Z1(F ),
the monoidal centralizer of F . Hence, every

∫
S1 F -module 2-functor T : B→ B

can be forgotten to a triple (yyy, by
yy
−, R

yyy
−,−) by the definition of monoidal central-

izer.
More explicitly, one has the interchanger χT :

S ♢T (z) T (S ♢ z)

[y∨, yyy□ z]A⊠A2mp ♢F (x) yyy□ [y∨, z]A⊠A2mp ♢F (x)

F (x)□yyy□ z□ y yyy□F (x)□ z□ y

χT
S,z

∼ ∼

by
yy
F (x)

which is natural for object S = [y∨,−]A⊠A2mp ♢x in
∫
S1 F and object z in B.

For any object xxx in A, we notice that under the central A ⊠ A2mp-action
on

∫
S1 F (c.f. Remark 4.2.7), the image of xxx ⊠ IA in

∫
S1 F is equipped with

a half-braiding, hence by Remark 3.1.9, it also acts centrally on End∫
S1 F (B).

Forgetting to Z1(F ), we obtain a triple (F (xxx), bF (xxx),−, RF (xxx),−,−). On the other
hand, the image of IA ⊠ xxx in

∫
S1 F is equivalent to that of xxx ⊠ IA, while its

image in Z1(F ) is the triple (F (xxx), b•−,F (xxx), S
•
−,−,F (xxx)). Thus there must be an

invertible modification between these two half-braidings bF (xxx),yyy ≃ b•yyy,F (xxx). Now,
if we fix yyy and let xxx vary in A, the data we obtain is equivalent to a half-syllepsis
on yyy by Currying, satisfying coherence condition (52).

Conversely, given an object (yyy, σy
yy
−) in Z2(F ), one can realize it as a 2-functor

yyy□− : B→ B with
∫
S1 F -module 2-functor structure:

S ♢T (z) T (S ♢ z)

[y∨, yyy□ z]A⊠A2mp ♢F (x) yyy□ [y∨, z]A⊠A2mp ♢F (x)

F (x)□yyy□ z□ y yyy□F (x)□ z□ y

χT
S,z

∼ ∼

b•yyy,F (x)

which is natural for object S = [y∨,−]A⊠A2mp ♢x in
∫
S1 F and object z in B.

The half-syllepsis on yyy witnesses the compatibility data for the central A⊠A2mp-
action on

∫
S1 F . Lastly, the correspondence between objects can be extended
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monoidally and functorially to produce an equivalence of monoidal 2-categories
Z2(F ) ≃ End∫

S1 F (B).

Remark 4.3.2. Fix object (yyy, by
yy
−, R

yyy
−,−) in the monoidal centralizer Z1(F ). The

fiber of End∫
S1 F (B)→ Z1(F ) over this object consists of all possible A⊠A2mp-

balancing structures on the (A,B)-bimodule 2-functor yyy□− : B → B. For a
general treatment of balanced 2-functors and relative Deligne 2-tensor product,
readers may consult [Déc23b, Section 2].

Definition 4.3.3. Sylleptic center (or E2 center) of a braided monoidal 2-
category B is defined to be the braided centralizer Z2(IdB). We denote the
sylleptic center of B as Z2(B).

Lemma 4.3.4. Sylleptic center Z2(B) of a braided monoidal 2-category B is
a sylleptic monoidal 2-category.

Proof. The syllepsis of Z2(B) is given by σxy for objects (x, σx−) and (y, σy−).
Using functoriality of σx− and compatibility condition (53) for 1-morphisms, we
can extend (x, σx−; y, σ

y
−) 7→ σx,y to an invertible modification. Finally, this

syllepsis and braiding (b, R, S) in B satisfy the compatibility conditions (5), (6)
and unitality, as checked in [Cra98, Theorem 5.1].

Remark 4.3.5. By analogy with Remark 3.1.8, we can understand the sylleptic
monoidal structure on Z2(B) with a point of view from higher Morita theory.
Since any braided monoidal 2-category B can be viewed as a braided algebra in
the 3-category 2Cat, we expect to construct a 3-category ModE2(B), generaliz-
ing the notion of braided module 1-category by Davydov and Nikshych [DN21,
Definition 4.1], consisting of braided local module 2-categories over braided
monoidal 2-category B. With some nice assumptions, we expect ModE2(B)
to equip with a braided monoidal 3-category structure, with relative Deligne
2-tensor product ⊠B [Déc23b] as its monoidal product, and B as its monoidal
unit. Then we should be able to recover the sylleptic center Z2(B) as the endo-
hom of the monoidal unit in ModE2(B), which is equipped with a canonical
sylleptic monoidal 2-category structure.

Remark 4.3.6. A syllepsis on a braided monoidal 2-category B is equivalent
to a braided section of the canonical forgetful 2-functor Z2(B) → B, i.e. an
embedding B→ Z2(B) preserving braidings such that its composition with the
forgetful functor is equivalent to the identity functor IdB.

Moreover, a syllepsis on B induces a braided equivalence between B and
B2mp, which can either be proven explicitly, or can be implied by observing
that Z2(B)3mp ≃ Z2(B

2mp) as sylleptic monoidal 2-categories.

Proposition 4.3.7. When F : A → B is a braided 2-functor between braided
multifusion 2-categories, its braided centralizer Z2(F ) is a braided multifusion
2-category.

Proof. First, Z2(F ) is finite semisimple. Using [Déc21c, Proposition 5.1.3, The-
orem 5.2.7] and [Déc23c, Theorem 3.1.6], we see that

∫
S1 F is a multifusion 2-

category when both A and B are braided multifusion 2-categories. By Lemma
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4.3.1, the claim is justified by applying [Déc21c, Proposition 5.1.3, Theorem
5.2.7] and [Déc23c, Theorem 3.1.6] again to Z2(F ) ≃ End∫

S1 F (B).

We still need to show that braided centralizer Z2(F ) is rigid. For any object
(x, σx−) in the centralizer Z2(F ), we will construct its left dual. The right dual
can be construct in a similar way.

Since B is rigid, we can find a left dual ∨x for object x, together with unit
ix : I → x□ ∨x and counit ex : ∨x□x → I and 2-isomorphisms witnessing
zigzag conditions:

Ξx : (1x□ ex) ◦ (ix□ 1x)→ 1x,

Φx : (ex□ 1∨x) ◦ (1∨x□ ix)→ 1∨x.

Furthermore, we can assume this left dual is coherent [Pst14], i.e. Ξx and Φx
satisfy the coherence conditions (8) and (9).

We also assume that the braiding b is an adjoint 2-natural equivalence, and
denote its coherent inverse by b•. Without loss of generality, we can assume

b∨x,y = (ex□ 1y □ 1∨x) ◦ (1∨x□ b•x,y □ 1∨x) ◦ (1∨x□ 1y □ ix),

for any object x and y in B
We promote the object ∨x to an object in the centralizer Z2(F ) with the

half-syllepsis

σ
∨x
y := .

Next, we can promote the 1-morphisms ix and ex to 1-morphisms in Z2(F )
since they satisfy condition (53). Finally, we can promote the 2-morphisms
Φx and Ξx to 2-morphisms in Z2(F ) for free. In summary, we have lifted the
left dual of object x in B to the left dual of the object (x, σx−) in the braided
centralizer Z2(F ).

Remark 4.3.8. Direct sum of two objects (x, σx−) and (y, σy−) in Z2(F ) is given
by (x⊞ y, σx− ⊞ σy−).

Remark 4.3.9. Z2(F ) is 2-condensation complete. Given an object (x, σx−) in
Z2(F ), any 2-condensation monad (x, σx−; e, ξ, δ) gives rise to a 2-condensation
monad (x, e, ξ, δ) in B, hence it splits into a 2-condensation (x, y, f, g, ϕ, γ) in
B. Given e is a 1-morphism in B satisfying condition (53), we can then see that
f, g are also 1-morphisms in B satisfying condition (53).
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Thus, (x, σx−; y, σ
y
−; f, g, ϕ, γ) provides a splitting of 2-condensation monad

(x, σx−; e, ξ, δ) in Z2(F ), where the half-syllepsis on y is defined via

yF (z) xF (z) yF (z)

F (z)x F (z)y

yF (z) xF (z) yF (z)

γ1

g1 f1

bx,F (z) by,F (z)

σx
z 1f

bF (z),x bF (z),y

g1 f1

ϕ1

.

Remark 4.3.10. For any 1-morphism f in Z2(F ) from object (x, σx−) to (y, σy−),
the left adjoint ∗f and right adjoint f∗ for the underlying 1-morphism f both
exist in B. Then one can check that ∗f and f∗ both satisfy condition (53),
hence they become left and right adjoints of f in Z2(F ), respectively.

4.4 Braided Local Modules form a Braided Centralizer

We denote the enveloping algebra
∫
S1 IdB as

∫
S1 B for any braided fusion 2-

category B.

Lemma 4.4.1. Given any two braided fusion 2-categories, one has an equiva-
lence of monoidal 2-categories

∫
S1 A⊠

∫
S1 B ≃

∫
S1(A⊠B).

Proof. The left hand side is FunA⊠A2mp(A,A) ⊠ FunB⊠B2mp(B,B) while the
right hand side is FunA⊠B⊠B2mp⊠A2mp(A ⊠ B,A ⊠ B). By universal proper-
ties of Deligne 2-tensor product ⊠ from [Déc21a], and matching the module
actions carefully on both sides, it is straightforward to see that the underlying
2-categories are equivalent. Fix A⊠A2mp-module 2-functors S0, S1 : A→ A and
B ⊠B2mp-module 2-functors T0, T1 : B → B, if we view S0 ⊠ T0 and S1 ⊠ T1
as objects lying in the left hand side, then their product sends object x ⊠ y in
A⊠B to (S0 ⊠ T0) � (S1 ⊠ T1)(x⊠ y)

:=

∫ a0,a1:A;b0,b1:B

[(a0 ⊠ b0)□ (a1 ⊠ b1), x⊠ y]A⊠B⊠B2mp⊠A2mp ♢

(S0 ⊠ T0)(a0 ⊠ b0)□ (S1 ⊠ T1)(a1 ⊠ b1),

=

∫ a0,a1:A;b0,b1:B

[(a0 □ a1)⊠ (b0 □ b1), x⊠ y]A⊠B⊠B2mp⊠A2mp ♢
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(S0(a0)□S1(a1))⊠ (T0(b0)□T1(b1)).

while when viewed as objects in the right hand side, the product sends object
x in A and object y in B to

(S0 � S1)(x)⊠ (T0 � T1)(y) :=

∫ a0,a1:A

[a0 □ a1, x]A⊠A2mp ♢S0(a0)□S1(a1)

⊠
∫ b0,b1:B

[b0 □ b1, y]B⊠B2mp ♢T0(b0)□T1(b1).

Again, the monoidal product is canonically equivalent due to the universal prop-
erties of Deligne 2-tensor product ⊠ from [Déc21a]. Notice that we can sepa-
rate the internal homs into parts because in the A⊠B⊠B2mp⊠A2mp-enriched
structure on A⊠B, essentially only the component A is non-trivially enriched in
A⊠A2mp, and only the component B is non-trivially enriched in B⊠B2mp.

Proposition 4.4.2. Let A and B be braided multifusion 2-categories, then we
have the follows:

1. Z2(A⊞B) ≃ Z2(A)⊞ Z2(B),

2. Z2(A⊠B) ≃ Z2(A)⊠ Z2(B).

Proof. The first equivalence is by direct inspection. To prove the second equiv-
alence, let’s recall from Lemma 4.3.1 that

Z2(A)⊠ Z2(B) ≃ End∫
S1 A(A)⊠End∫

S1 B(B) ≃ End∫
S1 A⊠

∫
S1 B(A⊠B).

Moreover, by Lemma 4.4.1 one can identify monoidal 2-categories
∫
S1 A ⊠∫

S1 B and
∫
S1(A ⊠ B); also, it is immediate that this equivalence is com-

patible with their actions on the module 2-category A ⊠ B. Hence, Z2(A ⊠
B) ≃ End∫

S1 (A⊠B)(A ⊠ B) and Z2(A) ⊠ Z2(B) have equivalent underlying

2-categories. Finally, we can explicitly write down the equivalence Z2(A) ⊠
Z2(B)→ Z2(A⊠B),

(x, σx−)⊠ (y, σy−) 7→ (x⊠ y, σx⊠y− )

where the half-syllepsis σx⊠y− is determined by σx⊠ya⊠b := σxa ⊠ σyb on object a
in A and object b in B. Then it is clear that this equivalence of underlying
2-categories also respect the braided monoidal structures on both sides.

Definition 4.4.3. A braided multifusion 2-category B is non-degenerate if
Z2(B) ≃ 2Vect.

Lemma 4.4.4. Suppose B is a braided multifusion 2-category with a separable
braided algebra B, then there is a braided 2-functor B2mp → Z1(ModB(B)).

Proof. We would like to assign a half-braiding (x□B, b̂x□B− , R̂x□B−,− ) for any ob-
ject x in B2mp. By Corollary 3.1.5, this is equivalent to a ModB(B)-bimodule
2-functor on ModB(B), namely,
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• 2-functor ModB(B)→ModB(B);

(M,nM , νM , ρM ) 7→ (x□M,x□nM , x□ νM , x□ ρM ).

• 2-natural equivalence ςxM,N : x□ (M □B N) ≃ (x□M)□B N given on
right B-modules M and N , which is induced by naturality and associa-
tivity of monoidal product □.

• 2-natural equivalence ϑxM,N : x□ (M □B N) ≃ M □B (x□N) given on
right B-modules M and N , which is induced by the 1-morphism

txM,N :M □x□N
bM,x □N−−−−−−→ x□M □N

x□ tM,N−−−−−−→ x□ (M □B N)

with balancing structure

τxM,N :=

.

• Bimodule 2-functor structure includes higher coherence data for 2-natural
equivalences ςx−,− and ϑx−,−. They can also be explicitly constructed from
the coherence data for braiding b and monoidal structure □ onB; however,
to avoid the unnecessarily verbose proof, we choose to omit it here and
leave the details to keen readers.

In particular, viewed as half-braiding b̂xBM it is given by

(x□B)□BM
(ςxB,M )−1

−−−−−−→ x□ (B□BM)
x□ lll−1

M−−−−→ x□M

x□rrr−1
M−−−−−→ x□ (M □B B)

ϑx
M,B−−−→M □B (x□B).

Next, using the above explicit construction, it is easy to extend the assign-
ment to a 2-functor B2mp → Z1(ModB(B)) via the naturality of □.

Lastly, the braided 2-functor structure is induced as follows. Firstly, the
monoidal 2-functor structure (see also [DY23, Lemma 3.5]) is given by adjoint
equivalence

xB□B yB
(ςxB,yB)−1

−−−−−−→ x(B□B yB)
x□ lll−1

yB−−−−→ xyB,
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together with invertible modifications

(xB□B yB)□B zB xB□B (yB□B zB)

(x(B□B yB))□B zB xB□B (y(B□B zB))

xyB□B zB xB□B yzB

xy(B□B zB) x(B□B yzB)

xyzB xyzB,

αααxB,yB,zB

(ςx)−1 □B 1 1□B (ςy)−1

(1lll−1)□B 1 1□B (1lll−1)

(1rrr−1)□B 1 1□B (1rrr−1)

(ςxy)−1 (ςx)−1

B□B xB xB x(B□B B)

B□B xB xB xB□B B,

(ςIB,xB)−1

lllxB x□ lll−1
B

lll−1
xB rrr−1

xB

(ςxB,B)−1

induced by the associativity and unitality coherence data ααα, lll, rrr on the monoidal
2-category ModB(B).

Finally, this 2-functor preserves the braiding with invertible modification

xB□B yB x(B□B yB) xyB

x(B□B yB)

xyB

x(yB□B B)

yB□B xB y(B□B xB) yxB

(ςxB,yB)−1

(ςxB,yB)−1 x□ lll−1
yB

b•y,x □B

x□ lll−1
yB

x□rrr−1
M

ϑx
yB,B

(ςyB,xB)−1
y□ lll−1

xB

induced by the balancing τxyB,B on the 1-morphism txyB,B : yBxB
byB,x1−−−−→

xyBB
1tyB,B−−−−→ x(B□B yB).

Theorem 4.4.5. Let B be a separable braided algebra in a braided multifusion
2-category B. Then we have an equivalence of braided multifusion 2-categories

ModE2

B (B) ≃ Z2(B
2mp → Z1(ModB(B))).
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Proof. By [DX23, Remark 2.2.5], there is a braided 2-functor

ModE2

B (B)→ Z1(ModB(B))

sending a fixed localB-module (M,nM , νM , ρM , hM ) to the half-braiding (M, b̃M,−,

R̃M,−,−). Then we can upgrade it to a half-syllepsis

σMx : 1M □B xB → b̂xBM ◦ b̃M,xB

given on object x in B, via the 2-universal property of relative tensor product

tM,xB :MxB →M □B xB

applied to the B-balanced 2-isomorphism:

M □B xB

MxB xBM xB□BM

M □B xB xMB x□ (B□BM)

x□ (M □B B) xM

b̃M,xBtM,xB

bM,xB

bM,x1
tM,xB

txB,M

1tB,M

1tM,B

1bM,B ςxB,M

ϑx
M,B

1rrrM

1b̃M,B

1lllM

where

• the top 4-gon is induced by the holonomy on M , see [DX23, Theorem
2.2.3],

• the middle-left triangle is filled by invertible modification RM,x,B for the
braiding b in B,

• the middle-right triangle is from the definition of ςx,

• the bottom-left 4-gon is from the definition of ϑx,

• the middle 4-gon is induced by the holonomy on B, viewed as the canonical
local B-module,

• the bottom-right triangle is filled by the coherence data for half-braiding
b̃−,B , induced by the holonomy on B.

Conversely, given a right B-module M and half-braiding (M, b̃M− , R̃
M
−,−),

with a half-syllepsis σM− , viewed as an object in Z2(B
2mp → Z1(ModB(B))),

we can reassemble the above commutative diagram:

• replace the upper right edge b̃M,xB with b̃MxB ,
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• the entire region enclosed by the outer boundary is filled by the half-
syllepsis σM− ,

• all cells except the top 4-gon are still filled as above.

Then the above diagram induces an invertible 2-isomorphism

MxB xBM

M □xB xB□M

tM,xB

bM,xB

txB,M

b̃MxB

,

which is natural in object x in B. By the 2-universal property of the relative
tensor product □B , this identifies the half-braiding b̃MxB with b̃M,xB .

Recall that any right B-module N is the condensate for a condensation
monad on the free right B-module N □B. Karoubi completeness of ModB(B)

implies that half-braiding b̃MN must be equivalent to b̃M,N for any right B-module
N . In other word, by naturality we obtain a 2-natural equivalence filling

MN NM

M □N N □M

tM,N

bM,N

tN,M

b̃M,N

.

Then we can transport the canonical B-balancing on 1-morphism b̃M,N ◦ tM,N

onto 1-morphism tN,M ◦ bM,N , which further induces a holonomy hM on M , as
discussed in [DX23, Theorem 2.2.3].

Lastly, one can check that the above two constructions are mutually in-
verse, and can be extended naturally to an equivalence of braided multifusion
2-categories.

4.5 Factorization of Drinfeld Center into Free Modules
and Braided Local Modules

Theorem 4.5.1. Let B be a separable braided algebra in a braided fusion 2-
category B. Then we have an equivalence of sylleptic fusion 2-categories

Z2(B) ≃ Z2(B
2mp ⊠ModE2

B (B)→ Z1(ModB(B))).

Proof. Recall from [DX23, Remark 2.2.5], there is a canonical braided 2-functor
ModE2

B (B) → Z1(ModB(B)), which by Theorem 4.4.5 manifests itself as the
braided centralizer of the braided 2-functor B2mp → Z1(ModB(B)) we defined
in Lemma 4.4.4. Therefore, we can embed B2mp into its double centralizer
Z2(ModE2

B (B)→ Z1(ModB(B))).

Assume the embedding is an equivalence, i.e. B2mp ≃ Z2(ModE2

B (B) →
Z1(ModB(B))), then we can construct the desired equivalence via

Z2(B
2mp ⊠ModE2

B (B)→ Z1(ModB(B))) ≃
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Z2(B
2mp → Z2(ModE2

B (B)→ Z1(ModB(B)))) ≃ Z2(B
2mp) ≃ Z2(B).

Notice that the first equivalence in the row exists since we can either take the
centralizer of B2mp⊠ModE2

B (B) in Z1(ModB(B)), or first take the centralizer

of ModE2

B (B), then take the centralizer of B2mp. The results have to agree with

each other since B2mp and ModE2

B (B) centralize each other in Z1(ModB(B))
by Theorem 4.4.5.

Therefore, it suffices to show thatB2mp is equivalent to its double centralizer.
We prove this using either reciprocity theorem of modules over braided algebras
in Appendix B, as illustrated below, or higher condensation theory in Appendix
C directly. This step essentially relies on the fact that ModB(B) is a faithful
monoidal module 2-category over B. It suffices to consider that B is fusion and
B is connected as an algebra in B.

In more concrete terms, we need to show that any right B-module (equipped
with a half-braiding) that centralizes all E2 local B-modules must be free. Notice
that the braided 2-functor B2mp → Z1(ModB(B)) reflects 2-condensations; in
other word, if a 2-condensation monad in Z1(ModB(B)) splits, then its preim-
ages in B are also 2-condensation monads and hence split. By definition, 2-
condensations are always preserved by 2-functors. As a consequence, to prove
that right B-module M with half-braiding (M, b̂M− , R̂

M
−,−) is free, it suffices to

show that it is the condensate, in the 2-category Z1(ModB(B)), of free mod-

ule M □B with the half-braiding (MB, b̂MB
− , R̂MB

−,−) defined in Lemma 4.4.4.
Equivalently, one needs to promote the 2-condensation from M □B to M in
ModB(B) to a 2-condensation between half-braidings.

On the other hand, consider the forgetful 2-functorModE2

B (B)→ModB(B);
by Theorem 4.4.5, the following square

(M □B)□B N N □B (M □B)

M □B N N □BM

b̂MB
N

b̂MN

can be filled by a 2-natural equivalence given on local B-module (N,hN ) since
there exists a 2-natural equivalence filling

(M □B)□B N N □B (M □B)

M □B N N □BM

b̃N,MB

b̃N,M

,

together with the half-syllepses σN,M : 1 ≃ b̂MN ◦ b̃N,M and σN,MB : 1 ≃ b̂MB
N ◦

b̃N,MB . Finally, Theorem B.9 tells us local B-modules determine ordinary B-

modules, which in particular implies that the forgetful 2-functor ModE2

B (B)→
ModB(B) is essentially surjective. Hence, one can indeed promote the 2-
condensation from M □B to M in ModB(B) to a 2-condensation between
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half-braidings. This proves that half-braiding (M, b̂M− , R̂
M
−,−) is indeed induced

by a free B-module, and it implies that B2mp is its double centralizer.

Corollary 4.5.2. Suppose B is a non-degenerate braided fusion 2-category and
B is a connected separable braided algebra in B, then we have an equivalence of
braided fusion 2-categories

Z1(ModB(B)) ≃ B2mp ⊠ModE2

B (B).

Corollary 4.5.3. In particular, for any non-degenerate braided fusion 2-category
B, we always have Z1(B) ≃ B2mp ⊠B.

Corollary 4.5.4. Any separable braided algebra B in non-degenerate braided
fusion 2-category B can be viewed as a separable braided algebra in Z1(B), with

ModE2

Z1(B)(B) ≃ Z1(ModB(B)).

Remark 4.5.5. A non-degenerate braided multifusion 2-category B is indecom-
posable. By a similar argument from Remark 3.2.13, we can decompose it as
B = ⊞i,jBij where each component Bii is a non-degenerate braided fusion
2-category. But the existence of braiding forces all off-diagonal components Bij

to vanish, so B must be fusion.

Remark 4.5.6. Drinfeld center of a fusion 2-category is always non-degenerate
[Déc22a, Remark 5.3.8], i.e. for any fusion 2-category C, we have Z2(Z1(C)) ≃
2Vect.
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5 Sylleptic Centralizers and Symmetric Centers

In this section, we will continue using notations and conventions defined in the
preliminary.

5.1 Definitions and Basic Properties

Following the notion of 3-center of sylleptic monoidal 2-categories [Cra98, Sec-
tion 5.3], and [KTZ20, Definition 3.10], we have the the definition of sylleptic
centralizer as follows.

Definition 5.1.1. Sylleptic centralizer (or E3 centralizer) of a sylleptic 2-
functor F : S → T between sylleptic monoidal 2-categories S,T is a sylleptic
monoidal 2-category Z3(F ) where:

a. An object in Z3(F ) consits of an transparent object x in T, i.e. σF (y),x ◦
bx,F (y) = bF (y),x ◦ σx,F (y) for any object y in S.

b. 1-morphisms are just 1-morphisms between the underlying objects in T.

c. 2-morphisms are just 2-morphisms in T.

d. The entire sylleptic monoidal structure is inherited from that on T.

Lemma 5.1.2. By definition, there is a canonical forgetful functor Z3(F )→ T
preserving syllepses.

Remark 5.1.3. By analogy with Corollary 3.1.5 and Lemma 4.3.1, we can also
write the sylleptic centralizer Z3(F ) as the Morita dual of some enveloping alge-
bra

∫
S2 F , provided with some rigidity conditions on S and T. More explicitly,

suppose S and T are multifusion, one should expect that

1. Recall that
∫
S1 F := FunS⊠S2mp(⟨F ⟩T⟨F ⟩,S).

2. There is an S⊠S3mp-action on S⊠S2mp, factoring through its sylleptic
center. There is a universal S ⊠ S3mp-balanced 2-functor S ⊠ S2mp →
S⊠S⊠S3mp S2mp preserving braided monoidal structures.

3. There is an induced 2-functor∫
S2

F := FunS⊠S⊠S3mpS2mp(⟨F ⟩T⟨F ⟩,S)→
∫
S1

F.

4. The
∫
S1 F -action on T can descend to an

∫
S2 F -action on T.

5. Z3(F ) ≃ End∫
S2 F (T).

Interested readers may also consult [BJS21] and [BJSS21] for a treatment of
general En enveloping algebras and En centers, and their applications to braided
tensor 1-categories.
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Definition 5.1.4. Symmetric center (or E3 center) of a sylleptic monoidal 2-
category S is defined to be the sylleptic centralizer Z3(IdS). We denote the
symmetric center of S as Z3(S).

Lemma 5.1.5. Symmetric center Z3(S) of a sylleptic monoidal 2-category S
is a symmetric monoidal 2-category.

Proof. The lemma follows easily from the given definition. See also [Cra98,
Theorem 5.2].

Remark 5.1.6. From the point of view of higher Morita theory, one can under-
stand the symmetric monoidal structure on Z3(S) as follows. Every sylleptic
monoidal 2-category S is an E3 algebra in the symmetric 3-category 2Cat, and
we expect to generalize the notion of symmetric local modules in Definition
2.4.18 to 2Cat, and obtain a 3-category ModE3(S) consisting of symmetric lo-
cal module 2-categories over S. With some additional assumptions, ModE3(S)
can be equipped with a sylleptic monoidal structure, where the relative Deligne
2-tensor product ⊠S provides the monoidal product [Déc23b]. Finally, one ex-
pects to recover Z3(S) as the endo-hom of the monoidal unit S in the sylleptic
monoidal 3-category ModE3(S).

Remark 5.1.7. A sylleptic monoidal 2-category S is symmetric if and only if
the canonical embedding Z3(S)→ S is a sylleptic equivalence.

One can also observe that Z3(S) ≃ Z3(S
3mp) as symmetric monoidal 2-

categories.

Proposition 5.1.8. When F : S→ T is a sylleptic 2-functor between sylleptic
multifusion 2-categories, its sylleptic centralizer Z3(F ) is a sylleptic multifusion
2-category.

Proof. By definition, sylleptic center Z3(F ) is a sylleptic monoidal 2-subcategory
of T. Since T is finite semisimple, it follows immediately that the underlying 2-
category of Z3(F ) is finite semisimple. Next, by the functorality of taking dual
objects in multifusion 2-categories [DX23, Appendix A], since Z3(F ) is closed
under the monoidal structure of T, it is also a rigid monoidal 2-category.

Proposition 5.1.9. Let S and T be sylleptic multifusion 2-categories, then we
have the follows:

1. Z3(S⊞ T) ≃ Z3(S)⊞ Z3(T),

2. Z3(S⊠ T) ≃ Z3(S)⊠ Z3(T).

Proof. The first equivalence is by direct inspection. For the second equivalence,
notice that 2-functor in one direction Z3(S)⊠Z3(T)→ Z3(S⊠T) is straight-
forward from the universal properties of Deligne 2-tensor product. It follows that
this 2-functor induces equivalences on hom categories and preserves sylleptic
monoidal structure. Finally, to see the above 2-functor is an equivalence, pick
any object z in Z3(S ⊠ T), i.e. a transparent object in S ⊠ T. In particular,
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this object is a condensate of a condesation 2-monad in S⊗T4. Thus it suffices
to show that any 2-condensation x⊠ y onto z in S⊠T factors through another
2-condensation x′ ⊠ y′ where x′ and y′ are now transparent objects in S and T,
respectively.

Lastly, since S and T are multifusion 2-categories, one can take left adjoint
of the canonical embeddings Z3(S) → S and Z3(T) → T. Let’s denote them
as LS : S → Z3(S) and LT : T → Z3(T), respectively. Then we observe that
the counits ϵSx : LS(x) → x and ϵTy : LT(y) → y, for object x from S and y
from T, can be both extended to be injective parts of 2-condensations.

Indeed, LS(x) and LT(y) satisfy all the requirements for transparent objects
x′ and y′ mentioned above, i.e. given any transparent object z and any 2-
condensation x⊠ y onto z in S⊠ T, it factors through 2-condensations from x
to LS(x) and from y to LT(y) as the following diagram.

x⊠ y x⊠ LT(y)

LS(x)⊠ y LS(x)⊠ LT(y) z

Remark 5.1.10. Another way to prove that Z3(S ⊠ T) ≃ Z3(S) ⊠ Z3(T) for
sylleptic multifusion 2-categories S and T utilises the construction of the S2-
enveloping algebra we proposed in Remark 5.1.6. By analogy with Proposition
4.4.2, we expect that

1.
∫
S2 S⊠

∫
S2 T ≃

∫
S2(S⊠ T).

2. Moreover, the above equivalence should be compatible with the actions
on S⊠ T from both sides.

3. Furthermore, it induces Z3(S)⊠Z3(T) ≃ End∫
S2 S(S)⊠End∫

S2 T(T) ≃
End∫

S2 S⊠
∫
S2 T(S⊠ T) ≃ End∫

S2 (S⊠T)(S⊠ T) ≃ Z3(S⊠ T).

4. Finally, the above equivalence should preserve sylleptic structures.

5.2 Non-Degeneracy of Sylleptic Categories

Definition 5.2.1. Given a sylleptic multifusion 2-category S, it is said to be
weakly non-degenerate if Z3(S) ≃ 2Vect.

Remark 5.2.2. By analogy with Remark 3.2.13 and Remark 4.5.5, any weakly
non-degenerate sylleptic multifusion 2-category S is fusion.

4This 2-category has objects given by pairs of objects in S and T; the hom category
between pairs (x0, y0) and (x1, y1) is given by the Deligne tensor product HomS(x0, x1) ⊠
HomT(y0, y1). The Karoubi completion of S ⊗ T is exactly S ⊠ T. For details see [Déc21a,
Lemma 3.3].
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Remark 5.2.3. In contrast with Remark 3.2.15 and Remark 4.5.6, for a braided
fusion 2-category B, its sylleptic center Z2(B) is not weakly non-degenerate in
general. A first counter-example is B = Mod(Rep(G)), when Z2(B) ≃ B and
hence Z3(Z2(B)) ≃ B, see [KTZ20, Proposition 3.11].

Weakly non-degeneracy of sylleptic fusion 2-categories is significantly differ-
ent from the non-degeneracy of fusion 2-categories (Definition 3.2.6) and braided
fusion 2-categories (Definition 4.4.3). We will compare them under the general
picture of condensations of higher fusion categories, [GJF19, JF20, KZ22, KZ21].

Definition 5.2.4. A sylleptic fusion 2-category S is non-degenerate if Σ2S is
a non-degenerate fusion 4-category, i.e. Z1(Σ

2S) ≃ 4Vect.

Corollary 5.2.5. By [JF20, Corollary IV.3], a sylleptic fusion 2-category S is
non-degenerate if and only if ΣS is a non-degenerate braided fusion 3-category,
i.e. Z2(ΣS) ≃ 3Vect.

Remark 5.2.6. Recall that the suspension operation Σ is defined for any monoidal
n-category C by first take the one-point delooping BC then apply the Karoubi
completion [GJF19]. Moreover, if C is Em monoidal then ΣC is Em−1 monoidal
with product given by relative tensor product ⊠C. Conjecturely, for sylleptic
fusion 2-category S, ΣS is equivalent as braided fusion 3-category to Mod(S),
the 3-category of fully dualizable S-module 2-categories; also, Σ2S is equiva-
lent as fusion 4-category to Mod(Mod(S)), the 4-category of fully dualizable
Mod(S)-module 3-categories.

Conjecture 5.2.7. We expect Theorem 3.2.8, Theorem 3.2.9, Corollary 3.2.10,
Corollary 3.2.11 and Corollary 3.2.12 to generalize to fusion 4-categories and
separable algebras within them.

Also, we expect Theorem 4.4.5, Theorem 4.5.1, Corollary 4.5.2, Corollary
4.5.3 and Corollary 4.5.4 to generalize to braided fusion 3-categories and sepa-
rable E2 algebras within them.

Conversely, [JF20, Theorem 5] states the follows.

Proposition 5.2.8. A non-degenerate fusion 4-category C with Ω3C ≃ Vect or
Ω3C ≃ sVect is always equivalent to Σ2S where S = Ω2C is a strongly fusion
sylleptic 2-category in the sense of Definition 5.2.14.

Remark 5.2.9. Similarly, a non-degenerate braided fusion 3-category B with
Ω2B ≃ Vect or Ω2B ≃ sVect is equivalent to ΣS where S = ΩB is a strongly
fusion sylleptic 2-category.

Recall [KZ22, Theorem 3.43], one can characterize symmetric center of
sylleptic fusion 2-category S as follows.

Proposition 5.2.10. Z3(S) = ΩZ2(ΣS) = Ω2Z1(Σ
2S).

Corollary 5.2.11. For strongly fusion sylleptic 2-categories, the notion of
weak non-degeneracy (Definition 5.2.1) agrees with non-degeneracy (Definition
5.2.4).
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Remark 5.2.12. In general, a weakly non-degenerate sylleptic fusion 2-category
S is not necessarily non-denegerate. One could have Z3(S) ≃ 2Vect but
Z2(ΣS) ̸≃ 3Vect. It would be an interesting question to classify weakly non-
degenerate sylleptic fusion 2-categories modulo non-degenerate ones.

Remark 5.2.13. A non-degenerate sylleptic fusion 2-category S is always weakly
non-degenerate. But for a non-degenerate fusion 4-category C, in general syllep-
tic 2-category Ω2C is not weakly non-degenerate. However, C should be Morita
equivalent to a non-degenerate fusion 4-category D with Ω2D weakly non-
degenerate via de-equivariantization in [JF20, Remark V.6] and [JFY22].

More explicitly, Ω3C is a symmetric fusion 1-category, which is classified by
Deligne to be either Rep(G) for some finite group G or Rep(G, z) for some
finite super-group (G, z). In the Tannkian case, Ω3C admits a fiber functor to
Vect while in general Ω3C admits a fiber functor to sVect. This fiber functor
induces a monoidal 4-functor Σ3Ω3C→ Σ3sVect. Hence, we can construct the
de-equivariantization via the relative tensor product

M := C⊠Σ3Ω3C Σ3sVect,

which is a module 4-category over C. Its Morita dual D := EndC(M)1mp is now
a non-degenerate fusion 4-category with Ω3D ≃ sVect, hence by Proposition
5.2.8, Ω2D is a weakly non-degenerate sylleptic fusion 2-category.

Definition 5.2.14. A fusion 2-category C is said to be bosonic strongly fusion
if ΩC ≃ Vect. A fusion 2-category C is said to be fermionic strongly fusion if
ΩC ≃ sVect.

By [JFY21, Theorem A, Theorem B], we can characterize strongly fusion
2-categories by 2-categories of (possibly twisted) G-graded separable categories
or super-categories.

Proposition 5.2.15. Simple objects in a bosonic or fermionic strongly fusion
2-category are invertible.

Corollary 5.2.16. A fusion 2-category C is bosonic strongly fusion if and only if
it is equivalent to 2VectπG for finite group G = π0(C) with pentagonator twisted
by 4-cocycle π on G.

The classification of fermionic strongly fusion 2-categories is more compli-
cated. Thanks to the theory of relative 2-Deligne tensor product, one can rein-
terpret this problem into the classification of G-graded extensions for fusion
2-category 2sVect. Following the general idea of [ENO10, DN21], Décoppet
obtained the following proposition in [Déc23b, Proposition 4.3.2].

Proposition 5.2.17. A fermionic strongly fusion 2-category C is a G-graded
extension of 2sVect for finite group G = π0(C), together with a class ϖ ∈
H2(G;Z/2) and a class π ∈ SH4+ϖ(G).

Definition 5.2.18. A stronly fusion sylleptic 2-category is a sylleptic fusion
2-category whose underlying fusion 2-category is either bosonic or fermionic
strongly fusion.
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Following the paradigm of classification of braided extensions of braided fu-
sion 1-categories [DN21, Section 8.3], we conjecture that strongly fusion sylleptic
2-categories can be classified as follows.

Definition 5.2.19. The sylleptic Picard 4-group of a sylleptic fusion 2-category
S, denoted by PicE3

(S), is defined to be the sub-3-groupoid spanned by invert-
ible objects in the 3-categorical sylleptic center Z2(Mod(S)).

Fix a finite Abelian group G.

Definition 5.2.20. AG-graded sylleptic extension of sylleptic fusion 2-category
S is a sylleptic fusion 2-category

⊕
g∈G Tg with identity component Te ≃ S.

Conjecture 5.2.21. There is an equivalence between G-graded sylleptic exten-
sions of sylleptic fusion 2-category S and the 3-category of sylleptic 3-functors
from G into PicE3(S).

Conjecture 5.2.22. PicE3(2Vect) ≃ B3k×,PicE3(2sVect) ≃ Pic(2sVect).

Corollary 5.2.23. A bosonic stronly fusion sylleptic 2-category is equivalent to
2VectqA where A is a finite Abelian group with a class q ∈ H3(B3A;B3k×). By
[JFY22, Section 2.2], if the Pontryagin dual of A2 := Hom(Z/2, A) vanishes,
then this class is determined by a skew-symmetric bilinear pairing A × A →
k×. The pair (A, q) is called a finite pre-symplectic Ablian group. In general,
the class q also depends on the Pontryagin dual of A2. From a field-theoretic
perspective [JFR23], this extra component measures the partition functions on
Klein bottles and only depends on the braiding of the 2-category.

Corollary 5.2.24. A fermionic stronly fusion sylleptic 2-category is a G-graded
sylleptic extension of 2sVect for a finite Abelian group G, which is classified by
a class π ∈ SH6(B3G). By [JFY22, Proposition 2.3], this class is determined
by a skew-symmetric bilinear pairing q : A×A→ k×. In other word, fermionic
stronly fusion sylleptic 2-categories arise as linearization of finite pre-symplectic
Ablian groups.

Conjecture 5.2.25 ([JFY22, Theorem 2.4]). Non-degeneracy condition of a
finite pre-symplectic Ablian group is equivalent to the non-degeneracy of its lin-
earization as a sylleptic fusion 2-category.

5.3 Factorization of Sylleptic Center into Free Modules
and Symmetric Local Modules

Lemma 5.3.1. Suppose S is a sylleptic multifusion 2-category and S is a
separable symmetric algebra in S, then there is a sylleptic 2-functor S3mp →
Z2(ModS(S)).

Proof. For any object x in S, we would like to assign it with half-syllepsis
(x□S, σ̂xS− ) inModS(S). By Lemma 4.3.1, this is equivalent to a

∫
S1 ModS(S)-

module 2-functor on ModS(S); referring to the notations in Lemma 4.4.4, it
requires:
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• 2-functor ModS(S)→ModS(S);

(M,nM , νM , ρM ) 7→ (x□M,x□nM , x□ νM , x□ ρM ).

• 2-natural equivalence ςxM,N : x□ (M □S N) ≃ (x□M)□S N given on
right S-modules M and N .

• 2-natural equivalence ϑxM,N : x□ (M □S N) ≃ M □S (x□N) given on
right S-modules M and N .

• Invertible modifications

x□ (M □S N) x□ (N □SM)

(x□M)□S N N □S (x□M)

x□ b̃M,N

ςxM,N ϑx
N,M

b̃xM,N

φx
M,N ,

and

x□ (M □S N) x□ (N □SM)

M □S (x□N) (x□N)□SM

x□ b̃M,N

ϑx
M,N ςxN,M

b̃M,xN

ψx
M,N ,

given on right S-modules M and N .

Here, 2-natural equivalences ςx and ϑx, which witness that the underlying 2-
functor is ModS(S)-bilinear, are induced in the same way as in Lemma 4.4.4.
Two additional invertible modifications are induced via the 2-universal property
of x□ tM,N : x□M □N → x□ (M □S N) by the following two diagrams:

x□ (M □S N) x□ (N □SM)

xMN xNM

xMN NxM

(x□M)□S N N □S (x□M)

ςxM,N

x□ b̃M,N

ϑx
N,M

1b

1t

b1

1t

S

b2

t t

b1
σ1

b̃xM,N

,

where
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• the upper and lower quadrilaterals are both filled by coherence between
braidings and relative tensor products,

• the left quadrilateral is from the definition of ςx,

• the right quadrilateral is from the definition of ϑx,

• the middle-right bigon is filled by the currying of syllepsis σN,x□M viewed
as 2-isomorphism between bx,N □M and bN,x□M ,

• the middle-left square is filled by the coherence data Sx,M,N for the braid-
ing b;

and

x□ (M □S N) x□ (N □SM)

xMN xNM

MxN xNM

M □S (x□N) (x□N)□SM

ϑx
M,N

x□ b̃M,N

ςxN,M

1b

1t 1t

b

b1

t

R

t

b̃M,xN

,

where

• the upper and lower quadrilaterals are both filled by coherence between
braidings and relative tensor products,

• the left quadrilateral is from the definition of ϑx,

• the right quadrilateral is from the definition of ςx,

• the middle square is filled by the coherence data RM,x,N for the braiding
b.

More concretely, the half-syllepsis on x□S is constructed as

σ̂xSM :=

x□M x□M

x□ (S□SM) x□ (M □S S) x□ (S□SM)

(x□S)□SM M □S (x□S) (x□S)□SM

x□ lllM x□ lllM

ςxS,M

x□ b̃S,M

ϑx
M,S

x□ b̃M,S

x□rrrMx□rrrM

ςxS,M

b̃xS,M

ξxS,M

b̃M,xS

ζxM,S

,
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given on right S-module M . The upper triangles witness the compatibility be-
tween braiding b̃ and unitors lll, rrr in the braided monoidal 2-category ModS(S);
or equivalently, they follow from the observation that S is equipped with the
canonical E3-local S-module structure, hence it always lies in the sylleptic center
Z2(ModS(S)) by Remark 2.4.21.

By the naturality of monoidal product □, we can easily promote the above
assignment to a 2-functor from S to Z2(ModS(S)). Finally, one needs to
show that this 2-functor can be promoted to be a sylleptic 2-functor S3mp →
Z2(ModS(S)).

The braided 2-functor structure on S → Z2(ModS(S)) is induced as fol-
lows. On the level of underlying objects, a detailed construction has been given
in [DY23, Proposition 3.9]. Take two objects x and y in S, to check that half-

syllepses σ̂xS− , σ̂yS− and σ̂xyS− are compatible, it is enough to check the compatibil-
ity between invertible modifications φx, φy, φxy and ψx, ψy, ψxy, respectively.
The later compatibility conditions are straight-forward.

Lastly, we check that the above data satifies condition (21), hence it is
upgraded to a sylleptic 2-functor S3mp → Z2(ModS(S)).

Theorem 5.3.2. Suppose S is a sylleptic multifusion 2-category and S is a
separable symmetric algebra in S, then we have an equivalence of sylleptic mul-
tifusion 2-categories:

ModE3

S (S) ≃ Z3(S
3mp → Z2(ModS(S))).

Proof. To go from left to right, one needs to show that free S-modules and E3

local S-modules centralize each other in Z2(ModS(S)). Take any object x in
S and any E3 local S-module M , we would like to show that

σ̃M,xS ◦ b̃xS,M = b̃xS,M ◦ σ̂xSM .

We save the diagrams of the proof to the Appendix A. By the 2-universal prop-
erty of relative tensor products, it suffices to show that the diagram given in
Step 1 is equal to that given in Step 9. In the first step, we apply the definition
of half-syllepsis σ̃M,xS from Remark 2.4.21 to get Step 2. Then by monoidality
of half-syllepsis (see Equation (54) in Definition 4.1), we obtain Step 3. Since
the braiding b is assumed to be a adjoint 2-natural equivalence, we can pull the
node ξ down along the blue arrow, then take the top strand bxS,M close to the
another strand bxS,M above t along the red arrow, and apply the adjoint natu-
rality to get Step 4. From Step 4 to Step 5, we again use the adjoint 2-natural
equivalence of b and its coherence data S, as depicted by the red arrow. Now
in Step 5, we create a pair of invertible modification, denoted by Σ and Σ−1 as
depicted in Step 6, from the definition of ςxS,M , see Lemma 4.4.4. Then we pull
the red node x□σS,M down, until it passes through the strand 1t along with
its two legs, as shown by the red arrows. This will create two nodes labelled by
1ξ in Step 7. From Step 7 to Step 8, we use the fact that S lies in the sylleptic
center Z2(ModS(S)) via its canonical E3 local S-module structure, see Remark
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2.4.21. Lastly, we apply the definition of σ̂xSM from Lemma 5.3.1 to replace all
blue nodes in Step 8 and get Step 9.

Conversely, we would like to show that a half-syllepsis centralizing all free
S-modules is induced by an E3 local S-module. Take a half-syllepsis (M, σ̂M− )
from Z2(ModS(S)), such that for any object x in S one has

σ̂MxS ◦ b̃xS,M = b̃xS,M ◦ σ̂xSM .

Using diagrams from Appendix A again, we still can go from Step 2 to Step 9.
Then apply the above condition to Step 9, we obtain a diagram like Step 1, but
with node σ̃M,xS replaced by σ̂MxS . Since every right S-module is the condensate
of some free right S-module, this implies that M can be equipped with an E3

local S-module structure and σ̂M− = σ̃M,− as invertible modifications.

Theorem 5.3.3. Suppose S is a sylleptic fusion 2-category and S is a separable
symmetric algebra in S, then we have an equivalence of symmetric fusion 2-
categories:

Z3(S) ≃ Z3(S
3mp ⊠ModE3

S (S)→ Z2(ModS(S))).

Proof. First, by Theorem 5.3.2, ModE3

S (S) is equivalent to the sylleptic central-
izer of the free S-modules S3mp → Z2(ModS(S)), hence one has a canonical
embedding ofS3mp into its double centralizer Z3(ModE3

S (S)→ Z2(ModS(S))).
The desired equivalence is constructed via

Z3(S
3mp ⊠ModE3

S (S)→ Z2(ModS(S))) ≃

Z3(S
3mp → Z3(ModE3

S (S)→ Z2(ModS(S)))) ≃ Z3(S
3mp) ≃ Z3(S).

The first equivalence follows from the observation that taking the centralizer of
S3mp ⊠ ModE3

S (S) in Z2(ModS(S)) is the same as first take the centralizer

of ModE3

S (S) then take the centralizer of S3mp. The second equivalence is the
embedding of S3mp into its double centralizer

S3mp ≃ Z3(ModE3

S (S)→ Z2(ModS(S)))

which we prove in Appendix C.

Corollary 5.3.4. Suppose S is non-degenerate and S is connected, then we
have an equivalence of sylleptic fusion 2-categories

Z2(ModS(S)) ≃ S3mp ⊠ModE3

S (S).

Corollary 5.3.5. For any non-degenerate sylleptic fusion 2-category S, we
always have Z2(S) ≃ S3mp ⊠S.

Corollary 5.3.6. Any separable symmetric algebra S in non-degenerate syllep-
tic fusion 2-category S can be viewed as a separable symmetric algebra in Z2(S),
with

ModE3

Z2(S)(S) ≃ Z2(ModS(S)).
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A Proof of Theorem 5.3.2

Figure 1: Step 1 Figure 2: Step 2

Figure 3: Step 3
Figure 4: Step 4
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Figure 5: Step 5 Figure 6: Step 6

Figure 7: Step 7

Figure 8: Step 8
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Figure 9: Step 9

B Reciprocity Theorem for Braided Algebras

In this section, we would like to prove a reciprocity (Theorem B.14) for braided
algebras. The intermediate result, Theorem B.9 is used as an alternative of
Double Centralizer Theorem in the proof of Theorem 4.5.1.

Given a separable braided algebra B in braided multifusion 2-category B,
one can generalize the notion of S1-enveloping algebra for B to be a separable
braided algebra in ModE2

B (B), which we are going to define below.

Lemma B.1. B□B has an algebra structure in B given as follows:

1. multiplicationmB□B : (mB □mB)◦(1B □ bB,B □ 1B), unit i
B□B : iB □ iB;

2. associator and unitors:

µB□B := ,

λB□B := ,
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ρB□B := .

Moreover, B□B is rigid (or separable) when B is rigid (or separable), re-
spectively.

Remark B.2. There exists non-canonical equivalences between BimoodB(B)
and ModB(B□B). We shall fix one equivalence in the following context, con-
structed as follows. Given any B-bimodule (M, lM , nM , κM , µM , νM , λM , ρM )
in B, we associate it with a right B□B-action on the same underlying object
M via

M □B□B
bM,B □B−−−−−−→ B□M □B

lM □B−−−−→M □B
nM

−−→M,

together the associator and right unitor:

ν̃M := ,

λ̃M := .

Precompose with induction 2-functors Ind± : ModB(B) → BimodB(B),
we get two different right B□B-actions on M :

M □B□B
bM,B □B−−−−−−→ B□M □B

bB,M □B−−−−−−→M □B□B
nM □B−−−−−→M □B

nM

−−→M,

and

M □B□B
nM □B−−−−−→M □B

nM

−−→M.
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By [DX23, Lemma 3.2.1], a separable braided algebra in ModE2

B (B) is equiv-
alent to a separable braided algebra in B, together with a braided algebra 1-
homomorphism from B.

• The underlying object of the S1-enveloping algebra
∫
S1 B is B□B□B B,

with an additional right B□B-action on the left copy of B is given by

BBB
mB1−−−→ BB

mB

−−→ B and an additional left B□B-action on the right

copy of B is given by BBB
1mB

−−−→ BB
mB

−−→ B.

• Notice that B is a separable braided algebra in B, hence B viewed as a left
B□B-module admits a right adjoint5, which turns out to be B viewed as
a right B□B-module. In other word, B□B□B B is the B-enriched endo-
hom of B in 2-category ModB(B□B), see [Déc21c, Example 4.1.3]. This
endows

∫
S1 B with a separable algebra structure in B.

• The braiding on algebra
∫
S1 B witnesses that the monoidal structure on

BimodB(B) ≃ ModB(B□B) is compatible with the braided monoidal
structure on B: a braiding on

∫
S1 B is a 2-cell filling the following diagram

(B□B□B B)□ (B□B□B B) (B□B B)□B□B (B□B B)

B□B□B B

(B□B□B B)□ (B□B□B B) (B□B B)□B□B (B□B B)

b∫
S1 B,

∫
S1 B

rrrB □B □B lll
−1
B

lll−1
B □B □B rrrB

where the horizontal arrows are essentially provided by the counit for mB

and its adjoint, as a part of the separable algebra data.

• Braided algebra 1-morphism B
ι−→
∫
S1 B is obtained by first identifying B

with B□B B, and then further balancing out the extra B-actions. On the
other hand, there is a 1-morphism

∫
S1 B

π−→ B induced from the canonical
B□B-balancing on mB : B□B → B; however, π is only an algebra 1-
morphism in B and it does not preserve the braidings in general. These
two 1-morphisms together form a 2-condensation B

ι−→
∫
S1 B

π−→ B, since
we also assume B is separable.

Corollary B.3. For any separable braided algebra B in braided multifusion
2-category B, its S1-enveloping algebra

∫
S1 B is a separable braided algebra in

braided multifusion 2-category ModE2

B (B).

5Here the ambient 3-category Morsep(B) consists of separable algebras, dualizable bimod-
ules and bimodule homomorphisms, see [Déc23a, Theorem 3.2.8].
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Remark B.4. Recall from Remark 2.6.17, a monoidal 2-category should be en-
riched in a braided monoidal 2-category. The fact that the enriched endo-hom of
the monoidal unit in a braided monoidal 2-category becomes a braided algebra
follows from an analogue of Eckmann-Hilton argument, once the details of the
theory for enriched monoidal 2-categories has been established.

Remark B.5. When B = 2Vect, the braided algebra B is a braided multifusion
1-category and then its S1-enveloping algebra

∫
S1 B coincides with its Drinfeld

center Z1(B) ≃ B ⊠B⊠B B, which can again be viewed as a separable braided
algebra in ModE2

B (B) ≃ Z1(Mod(B)), by [DX23, Corollary 3.1.4], via the
inclusion of half-braiding B ↪→ Z1(B);x 7→ (x, bx,−, Rx,−,−).

Remark B.6. The existence of braiding on the enveloping algebra
∫
S1 B is equiv-

alent to that the 1-morphism Θ :
∫
S1 B →

∫
S1 B, called ribbon, becomes an

algebra 1-morphism in the 2-category B. The ribbon Θ is defined via a B□B-
balancing on the 1-morphism t ◦ bB,B ,

B□B B□B□B B

B□B B□B□B B.

t

bB,B Θ

t

Figure 10 helps us to visualise the ribbon on
∫
S1 B. Here B with a B□B-action

is presented by a dot with two rays attached, and the enveloping algebra
∫
S1 B

is formed by gluing two copies of B along their legs, hence presented by a circle
with two dots.

We view objects lying in the braided monoidal 2-category B, and the braid-
ing is illustrated by the braiding between strings in the usual case. The mul-
tiplication m on the enveloping algebra

∫
S1 B is presented by a pair of pants.

This might remind the readers about topological field theories.
From a TQFT’s point of view, we can extend

∫
S1 B to a 3-dimensional

TQFT,6 where its value on the circle S1 is the enveloping algebra
∫
S1 B. Then

the braided algebra structure on
∫
S1 B comes from the gluing of pairs of pants

on circles in the 3-dimensional cobordism category. Moreover, the ribbon on∫
S1 B is the image of the geometric ribbon on the circle S1.

Lemma B.7. The left adjoint of the forgetful 2-functor U : ModE2

B (B) →
ModB(B) is given by the 2-functor

L : ModB(B)→ModE2

B (B); M 7→M □B□B B.

Proof. Given any right B-module M in B, it is equipped with a B-bimodule
structure via the induction functor Ind+ : ModB(B)→ BimodB(B); one can

6Here the target of TQFT is a braided (i.e. E2) monoidal 2-category instead of a symmetric
(i.e. E∞) monoidal 2-category, so we are in the context of tangle hypothesis rather than the
usual cobordism hypothesis, see [Lur08, Section 4.4].
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Figure 10: Braiding and ribbon on
∫
S1 B

take its hom enriched in B: M 7→ M □B□B B. Recall from Remark B.2, the
right B□B-action on M is given by

M □B□B
bM,B □B−−−−−−→ B□M □B

bB,M □B−−−−−−→M □B□B
nM □B−−−−−→M □B

nM

−−→M.

By the universal properties of relative tensor product [Déc23a, Corollary
3.1.8], this assignment is functorial in M . We still need to specify the holonomy
on M □B□B B for an arbitrary right B-module M .

By [DX23, Lemma 2.1.5], a holonomy on M □B□B B is equivalent to up-
grading the 1-morphism IdM □B □B B to a B-bimodule 1-morphism

Ind+(M □B□B B)→ Ind−(M □B□B B).

Meanwhile, by construction the left B-action on Ind+(M □B□B B) is induced
by the left B-action on Ind+(M), which is related to the right B-action on M
via braiding bM,B , then by the universal property of relative tensor product
□B□B , this right B-action on Ind+(M) is annahilated with the left B-action
on Ind+(B) via equalising over one copy of B; similarly, the left B-action on
Ind−(M □B□B B) is induced by the left B-action on Ind−(M), which is related
to the right action onM via reversed braiding b•B,M , then this right B-action on

Ind−(M) is annahilated with the left B-action on Ind−(B) via equalising over
another copy of B. Lastly, the two left B-actions on Ind+(B) and Ind−(B)
differ by a double braiding bB,B ◦ bB,B , and we can identify them with an
invertible 1-cell

mB ◦ bB,B
βB

−−→ mB β̃B

−−→ mB ◦ b•B,B ,
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where β̃B is obtain from βB via currying.
After constructed the 2-functor L, we now provide the 2-adjunction between

L and U:

• The unit uM : M → M □B□B B is constructed for any right B-module
M as the (strong) 2-colimit of the following pair of 1-morphisms between
M □B and M :

M⋆□B B

M □B M⋆

M □B B M M □B□B B

≃

tM,B

nM

tM⋆,B

nM◦bB,M◦bM,B

uM
χM

≃ uM

where M⋆ is the right B-module with the same underlying object as M
whose right action is given by nM ◦ bB,M ◦ bM,B . The two triangles are
filled by canonical 2-isomorphisms via 2-universal properties of relative
tensor product, and χM is the canonical 2-isomorphism witnessing the
2-universal property of uM .

• The counit cN : N □B□B B → N is constructed for any E2 local B-
module N from the 2-universal property of relative tensor product tN,B :
N □B → N □B□B B via the following B□B-balancing on 1-morphism
nN : N □B → N :

τn
N

:= .

• Zigzags ΦM : cL(M) ◦ L(uM ) ≃ 1L(M) given on right B-module M , and
ΨN : U(cN ) ◦ uU(N) ≃ 1U(N) given on E2 local B-module N , are canon-
ically induced by the 2-universal properties of relative tensor product.
They satisfy swallowtail equations, i.e. the 2-adjunction between L and
U becomes coherent.

This completes the proof.
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Remark B.8. In fact, the 2-functor L also forms the right 2-adjoint to the
forgetful functor U; the corresponding unit and counit are provided by adjoints
of counit cN in finite semisimple 2-category ModE2

B (B) and adjoints of unit uM
in the finite semisimple 2-category ModB(B), since B is braided multifusion
and B is separable. In other word, for any right B-module M , the right B-
module M □B□B B ≃ UL(M) extends to a 2-condensate of M , hence it is not

only the 2-colimit of M
nM

←−−M □B
nM◦bB,M◦bM,B−−−−−−−−−−→M⋆ but also a 2-limit.

Theorem B.9. ModB(B) ≃Mod
Mod

E2
B (B)

(
∫
S1 B).

Proof. Let us first construct the equivalence between underlying finite semisim-
ple 2-categories. In Lemma B.7, we have proven that the left adjoint to the
forgetful 2-functor U : ModE2

B (B) → ModB(B) is provided by 2-functor

L : ModB(B) → ModE2

B (B);M 7→ M □B□B B. Now, notice that this 2-
adjunction is co-separable, i.e. unit u : IdModB(B) → UL admits an extension
to a 2-condensation from UL to IdModB(B). In other word, for each right B-
moduleM , unit uM :M →M □B□B B admits an extension to a 2-condensation
in ModB(B), since B□B is a separable algebra in B.

By [GJF19, Theorem 2.3.2], the splitting of any 3-condensation is unique.
Thus, finite semisimple 2-category ModB(B) is equivalent to the splitting of
the co-separable (2-)comonad LU on ModE2

B (B).
On the other hand, LU (forgetting the counit) can be identified with sepa-

rable algebra L(B) (forgetting the unit) in the monoidal 2-category ModE2

B (B)
via the embedding

ModE2

B (B) ↪→ End(ModE2

B (B));M 7→ −□BM ;

that is, for any E2 local B-module N , one has χN : N □B L(B) ≃ LU(N)
induced from the following balancing on 1-morphism tN,L(B) ◦ (N □uB)

τ tN,L(B)◦(N □uB) := ,

such that the following square is filled by the 2-universal property of uU(N) :
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N □B → N □B□B B:

N □B N □B□B B

N □L(B) N □B□B L(B)

tN,B

N □uB χN

tN,L(B)

ψχN
.

Moreover, χ becomes an equivalence between condensation monads; that is, the
following square is filled by canonical invertible modifications:

N □B L(B)□B L(B) LULU(N)

N □B L(B) LU(N)

N □B mL(B)

(χLU(N))◦(χN □B L(B))

L(uU(N))

χN

N □B ∆L(B) L(u∗
U(N)) .

Since the splitting of the separable (2-)monad −□B L(B) on 2-category
ModE2

B (B) is given by Mod
Mod

E2
B (B)

(
∫
S1 B), we obtain an equivalence between

ModB(B) and Mod
Mod

E2
B (B)

(
∫
S1 B).

Next, we would like to make the above equivalence monoidal. The data of
monoidal 2-functor is provided as follows:

1. Associator ΦM,N : L(M)□L(B) L(M) → L(M □B N), given on right B-
modules M and N , is induced by the right adjoint of the following 1-
morphism in ModE2

B (B):

ψM,N : L(M □B N)
L(uM □B uN )−−−−−−−−−→ L(UL(M)□BUL(N))

L(UL(M),L(N))−−−−−−−−−−→

LU(L(M)□B L(N))
cL(M)□B L(N)−−−−−−−−−→ L(M)□B L(N),
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with the L(B)-balancing

(L(M)□B L(B))□B L(N) L(M)□B (L(B)□B L(N))

L(M □B B)□B L(N) L(M)□B L(B□B N)

L((M □B B)□B N) L(M □B (B□B N))

L(M □B N) L(M □B N)

(ψM,B)∗ □B L(N) L(M)□B (ψB,N )∗

αααL(M),L(B),L(N)

(ψM □B B,N )∗ (ψM,B □B N )∗

L(rrrM □B N)

(ψM,B,N )∗

L(αααM,B,N )

L(µµµM,B,N ) L(M □B lllN )

via the 2-universal property of L(M)□B L(N)→ L(M)□L(B) L(N). Then
the 2-universal property also induces 2-associator

(L(M)□L(B) L(N))□L(B) L(P ) L(M)□L(B) (L(N)□L(B) L(P ))

L(M □B N)□L(B) L(P ) L(M)□L(B) L(N □B P )

L((M □B N)□B P ) L(M □B (N □B P ))

ΨM,N □L(B) L(P ) L(M)□L(B) ΨN,P

ααα
□L(B)

L(M),L(N),L(P )

ΨM,N,P

ΨM □B N,P ΨM,N □B P

L(αααM,N,P )

,

given on right B-modules M,N and P .

2. Unitor U :
∫
S1 B → B□B□B B is simply the identity. Higher unitors are

inherited from those in Mod
Mod

E2
B (B)

(L(B)).

One check the above data indeed promotes the equivalence between ModB(B)
and Mod

Mod
E2
B (B)

(
∫
S1 B) to an equivalence of multifusion 2-categories.

Remark B.10. B□B□B B is the endo-hom of B enriched in B, and it acts
canonically on the right of M □B□B B via the composition of enriched hom-
objects. The right action is equipped with a canonical B-balancing, hence de-
scends to a right module action

(M □B□B B)□B(B□B□B B)→M □B□B B
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in the monoidal 2-category ModB(B). Moreover, one can verify that this right
module action is compatible with holonomies (46), hence it can be promoted
to a right L(B)-module action on L(M) in the braided multifusion 2-category
ModE2

B (B).

Remark B.11. Theorem B.9 is a new phenomenon in the 2-categorical setting.
For braided fusion 1-categories, E2 local modules only form a braided subcate-
gory of the Drinfeld center of the category of modules, thus local modules almost
never determine ordinary modules!

Suppose B is a separable commutative algebra in braided fusion 1-category
B, then its enveloping algebra

∫
S1 B := B⊗B⊗B B is nothing else than B itself.

Therefore, Mod
Mod

E2
B (B)

(
∫
S1 B) is the monoidal 1-category ModE2

B (B) viewed

as a monoidal module over itself.

Remark B.12. For B = 2Vect, Theorem B.9 provides us that Mod(B) ≃
ModZ1(Mod(B))(Z1(B)). Recall from [DX23, Corollary 3.3.4] that Z1(B) is an
example of Lagrangian algebra in Z1(Mod(B)). Then this becomes a mathe-
matical reformulation that Mod(B) is a (2+1)d topological boundary condition
for the bulk (3+1)d topological phase, described by Z1(Mod(B)), obtained
from condensing the Lagrangian algebra Z1(B); see more discussions at [DX23,
Section 3.3.1].

Remark B.13. For B = 2Vect, under the above equivalence, any finite semisim-
ple module 1-category M over a braided multifusion 1-category B is send to
the functor category FunB⊠B(B,M), which is also called reflexive center in
[LWY23], see Corollary 4.6 there. Indeed, reflexive center is a braided module
1-category over B, and it is equipped with an action from Drinfeld center Z1(B).
Meanwhile, one can characterize the reflexive center in terms of universal quan-
tum K-matrices, a module-analogue of universal quantum R-matrices. Readers
may consult [LWY23, Section 6] for the detailed discussion resonating with The-
orem B.9, in the setting that B = Mod(H) and M = Mod(A), where H is
a separable quasi-triangular Hopf algebra and A is a separable left H-module
algebra.

Recall that [DX23, Proposition 3.2.2] gives an equivalence

ModE2

Mod
E2
B (B)

(∫
S1

B

)
≃ModE2

B

(∫
S1

B

)
.

Theorem B.14. Given a separable braided algebra B in braided multifusion
2-category B, there is an equivalence of braided multifusion 2-categories:

ModE2

Mod
E2
B (B)

(∫
S1

B

)
≃ B.

Moreover, the S1-enveloping algebra of
∫
S1 B in ModE2

B (B) is nothing else but
B itself.

Proof. For the first part, it suffices to show that B ≃ModE2

B (
∫
S1 B). Recall by

Remark 3.1.9, one has

Z1(B) ≃ Z1(ModE1

B (B)).
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Next, by definition, the S1-enveloping algebra
∫
S1
B := B□B□B B is Morita

equivalent to the S0-enveloping algebra B□B in B, with the invertible bimod-
ule given by B. Hence, by [Déc23a, Theorem 5.1.2] there is an equivalence of
left B-module 2-categories

ModB

(∫
S1

B

)
≃ModB(B□B).

Meanwhile, ModB(B□B) ≃ModE1

B (B) is equipped with the monoidal struc-
ture induced from relative tensor product □B , while the monoidal structure on

ModB

(∫
S1
B
)
is induced by relative tensor product □∫

S1
B via the induction

2-functor associated to the braided algebra
∫
S1
B in B. This equivalence turns

out to preserve the monoidal structures on both sides.
Finally, by Theorem 4.4.5, we have

ModE2

B

(∫
S1

B

)
≃ Z2

(
B2mp → Z1

(
ModB

(∫
S1

B

)))
then applying the above two equivalences, we obtain further equivalences:

≃ Z2

(
B2mp → Z1

(
ModE1

B (B)
))
≃ Z2

(
B2mp → Z1 (B)

)
≃ B.

The second part is easy to see by symmetry.

Remark B.15. The 2-functor B→ModE2

B (
∫
S1 B) is explicitly defined by

X 7→ (B□X)□B□B B,

given on objectX inB. The right
∫
S1 B-action on (B□X)□B□B B is provided

by

((B□X)□B□B B)□ (B□B□B B)
(B□X)□B □B ϵ□B □B B−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

(B□X)□B□B (B□B)□B□B B ≃ (B□X)□B□B B,

where ϵ : B□B → B□B is the (B□B,B□B)-bilinear 1-morphism witnessing
the counit for the adjunction between (B□B, I)-bimodule B and (I,B□B)-
bimodule B, viewed as 1-morphisms in the Morita 3-category of B defined in
[Déc23a].

To further endow an E2 local module structure on (B□X)□B□B B, one
needs a holonomy h. Recall in Remark B.6 and Figure 10, we introduced the
automorphism on

∫
S1 B called ribbon. This automorphism can be promoted

to an algebra 1-morphism exactly because the S1-enveloping algebra
∫
S1 B is

a braided algebra in B. Now, when we treat (B□X)□B□B B as the E2 local
module generated by X for any object X in B, there exists a generalized notion
of ribbon, as illustrated in Figure 11. Thence, the existence of holonomy on
right

∫
S1 B-module (B□X)□B□B B is equivalent to a trivialization between

the right
∫
S1 B-action n on (B□X)□B□B B and Θ−2

X ◦ n ◦ (Θ2
X □Θ2); or
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more precisely, this endows automorphism Θ2
X on (B□X)□B□B B with a

right
∫
S1 B-module 1-morphism structure, where the right

∫
S1 B-action on the

source is provided by n while the right
∫
S1 B-action on the target is provided

by n ◦ (1□Θ2).

Figure 11: Holonomy and ribbon on (B□X)□B□B B

Remark B.16. In particular, when B = 2Vect, we recovers the fact that Drin-
feld center of any braided multifusion 1-category is non-degenerate.

C Double Centralizer Theorem

In this section, we assume results about condensations between higher fusion
categories [GJF19, JF20, KZ22, KZ21].

Proposition C.1 ([KZ22, Theorem 3.43]). Suppose A is an Em monoidal n-
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category. The n-categorical Em center7 Zm(A) is equivalent to ΩmEnd(ΣmA)
as Em+1 monoidal n-categories.

More generally, one has the following proposition.

Proposition C.2 ([KZ21, Theorem 4.8]). Suppose A,B are Em monoidal n-
categories, F : A → B is an Em monoidal n-functor. Then the n-categorical

Em centralizer8 Zm(A
F−→ B) is equivalent to Ωm(Fun(ΣmA,ΣmB),ΣmF ) as

Em monoidal n-categories. Here (n+m)-category Fun(ΣmA,ΣmB) is equipped
with a distinguished object ΣmF , hence its looping is well-defined.

Corollary 3.1.5 has the following generalization.

Proposition C.3 ([KZ21, Example 4.9]). Suppose A,B, F : A → B is the
same as above. Let m = 1, then the n-categorical Drinfeld centralizer can be
characterized as

Z1(A
F−→ B) ≃ FunA⊠A1mp(A, ⟨F ⟩B⟨F ⟩) ≃ FunA⊠B1mp(⟨F ⟩B, ⟨F ⟩B).

Double Centralizer Theorem holds for general monoidal n-categories.

Lemma C.4 ([KZ21, Corollary 4.23]). Suppose A,B, F : A → B is the same
as above and m = 1. Then A is canonically equivalent to its double Drinfeld
centralizer: A ≃ Z1(Z1(A;B);B).

Proof. By Proposition C.3, one needs to show that

A ≃ FunZ1(A;B)⊠B1mp(⟨G⟩B, ⟨G⟩B),

where

G : Z1(A;B) ≃ FunA⊠B1mp(⟨F ⟩B, ⟨F ⟩B)→ FunB1mp(B,B) ≃ B

is the monoidal n-functor induced via forgetting the left A-actions. Similarly,
one obtains a monoidal n-functor H : Z1(Z1(A;B);B)→ B.

By the definition of Morita equivalence, ⟨F ⟩B⟨G⟩ provides an invertible bi-
module between A ⊠B1mp and Z1(A;B)1mp. Equivalently, we can view B as
an invertible bimodule between A and Z1(A;B)1mp ⊠B.

By the same argument, ⟨G⟩B⟨H⟩ provides an invertible bimodule between
Z1(Z1(A;B);B)1mp and Z1(A;B) ⊠ B1mp. Equivalently, we can view B as
an invertible bimodule between Z1(Z1(A;B);B) and Z1(A;B)1mp ⊠ B. The
Z1(A;B)1mp ⊠B-actions on two copies of B clearly agree with each other, so
by the uniqueness of Morita dual, one gets A ≃ Z1(Z1(A;B);B).

Theorem C.5. Suppose A,B, F : A → B is the same as above. Then A is
canonically equivalent to its double Em centralizer: A ≃ Zm(Zm(A;B);B).

7This notion is defined in [KZ22, Definition 3.39] following the universal property outlined
in [Lur17].

8This notion is defined in [KZ21, Definition 4.1] following the universal property outlined
in [Lur17].
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Proof. One has

A ≃ Ωm−1Σm−1A ≃ Ωm−1Z1(Z1(Σ
m−1A; Σm−1B); Σm−1B)

≃ Zm(Zm(A;B);B),

where the first equivalence follows from the definition of Karoubi completion,
the second equivalence comes from Lemma C.4, the last equivalence follows from
Proposition C.2.

As corollaries, for n = 2 andm = 1, one gets the Double Centralizer Theorem
for Drinfeld centralizer of fusion 2-categories. For n = 2 andm = 2, this provides
an alternative proof of Double Centralizer Theorem for braided centralizer of
braided fusion 2-categories, which we used in the proof of Theorem 4.5.1. We
see that this can be obtained from the Double Centralizer Theorem for Drinfeld
centralizer of fusion 3-categories.

For n = 2 and m = 3, this provides the Double Centralizer Theorem for
sylleptic centralizer of sylleptic fusion 2-categories, which we used in the proof
of Theorem 5.3.3. Again, this can be obtained from the Double Centralizer
Theorem for Drinfeld centralizer of fusion 4-categories, or the Double Centralizer
Theorem for braided centralizer of braided fusion 3-categories.

As a bonus, for n = 1 and m = 2, the above theorem provides the Dou-
ble Centralizer Theorem for Müger centralizer of braided fusion 1-categories,
which is originally proved in [DGNO10, Theorem 3.10] via Frobenius-Perron
dimensions.
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